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 This project combines geoarchaeological soil description and GIS analysis of 
archaeological site distribution to investigate the history of marsh formation in the 
northern Ghab Basin, located within the Orontes River Valley of western Syria. Tell 
Qarqur, the archaeological site around which this project is focused, has a continuous 
occupational sequence throughout the Holocene. Annual inundation of the site by 
seasonal marshlands suggests that the marsh was either smaller or non-existent in the 
past, but its history remains unknown. The objectives of this investigation are to interpret 
the nature of depositional environments, particularly fluvial action, in the vicinity of Tell 
Qarqur, to interpret site distribution throughout the northern end of the valley based on 
surveyed sites identified in the Northern Ghab Regional Survey as they relat to water 
use and land availability, and to consider these data together to produce a record of 
periods of inundation and dryness in the northern Ghab Valley.  GIS analysis confirms a 
transition from valley bottoms to upland occupation and a pattern of Hellenistic and 
Roman channel development. Description of sediments in a paleochannel of the Orontes 
River north of Tell Qarqur and floodplain deposition south and east of the site reveals a 
pattern of early-mid Holocene proximal overbank flood deposits followed by mid-late 
Holocene distal overbank deposits. There is a buried A horizon with mid-Holocene 
pottery between these periods, indicating a dry, stable surface occupied by humans. The 
floodplain profiles are rich in redoxymorphic features that indicate a fluctuating water 
table, documenting the presence of seasonal marshes. These results in correlation with 
GIS analysis of site distribution and floodplain surface in the Northern Ghab Valley 
reveal a complex relationship between humans and an aggrading floodplain environment.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 The modern day Near East has a wide array of environments that range from arid 
deserts to humid coastal regions. One environment that is predominantly absent from the 
modern Near Eastern landscape is marshland. Modern populations drained the extant 
marshes of the Near East beginning in the 1950s and 1960s, including those in Syria, 
Iraq, and Lebanon (Fitchet and Deford 1973). Removing the marshes has eliminatd a 
lifeway in some areas (Iraq), removed an interaction sphere and trade good access in 
others (Syria, Turkey), and exposed archaeological remains to damage in all. Modern 
exploitation of the expansive floodplains left behind by the marshes is primarily 
agricultural, and archaeological sites are ploughed flat in the process of preparing land for 
farming.  
 These changes produce a significantly different landscape than existed before th  
mid-20th century. In part because of their modern absence, marshes remain a less studied 
resource in Near Eastern Archaeology. The material record of marsh-dwelling cultures is 
also poor, given the temporary nature of settlements and poor preservation of material 
remains in marshland. However, the use of GIS and remote sensing analyses has 
expanded the scale of archaeological research possibilities to the regional landscape, 
incorporating environment and human settlement patterns into large scale studies 
accomplished in much shorter periods of time than work on the ground would allow. 
Pournelle (2003) investigated the growth of urban areas adjacent to and within deltaic 
marsh environments. Her research shows that urban areas expanded with such success in 
part because of the wetland resources they were able to exploit. In addition to resources 
provided by the agricultural areas maintained adjacent to settlements, natural marsh 
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biomass were available as food and construction resources in many areas of the ancient 
Near East. Marshland was also used as a mode of transport for trade in the ancient world. 
This advantage of transporting goods by water and its significance to the Roman 
economy is described by Libanius in relation to the Amuq Valley of Southeastern Turkey 
(Casana 2003: 110).  In addition to studying digital technologies, it is possible to study 
marsh formation in a more nuanced way by investigating the soil formation processes 
preserved in the soil record. This reveals environmental and cultural factors influencing 
landscape formation. This study integrates soil and GIS to investigate the Northern Ghab 
Valley of Syria and the marsh that once occupied it with the goal of understanding the 
environment and resources available at different periods of occupation of the valley.  
A. The Ghab Valley 
 
 The Ghab Valley in Syria is an active floodplain environment nestled between 
mountain ranges oriented North-South along the Mediterranean Sea. The Ghab has a long 
history of human occupation, from the Paleolithic through the current day (Casana et al. 
2008; Courtois 1973; Dornemann 1999 & 2008; Dornemann 2003; Fortin 2005; Graff 
2002 & 2006; Iwasaki & Tsuneki 2003; Sauer 1979). The Orontes River that flows north 
through the valley is susceptible to the seasonal precipitation from the Mediterranean 
Sea, and in the past flooding from the river produced a seasonal marsh that extended 
across the entire valley (Le Strange 1890; Weulersse 1940). The modern use of the valley 
is agricultural, with multiple harvests a year enabled by the 1956 drainage of the Ghab 
marsh. The cause of the initial marsh formation and duration of the marshes is unknown. 
It is known that the marshes of the Ghab Valley were used by medieval mercenaries to 
pasture horses and provide a home base for military operations (Eger 2011). Subsequent 
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occupation was located along the edge of the wetland, and the marshes were exploited for 
fishing trade (Weulersse 1940). 
 The northern Ghab Valley has been surveyed several times in the 20th and 21st 
centuries (Courtois 1973; Dornemann 2003; Fortin 2005; Graff 2002 & 2006; Iwasaki & 
Tsuneki 2003; Sauer 1979; Tchalenko 1953-8). Archaeological survey provides a large 
scale perspective unavailable through the small scale of excavation. Building on earlier 
surveys in the region, the Northern Ghab Regional Survey (NGRS) examined site 
distribution across the northern half of the Ghab Valley and into the surrounding upland 
areas. This survey tripled the recorded number of sites in the valley by recording non-tell 
based settlement. Because of this and research interests in the Bronze and Iron Ages to 
which Near Eastern tells commonly belong (Casana 2007), the majority of the sites 
recorded in the Ghab and other portions of the Orontes Valley prior to the NGRS are tells 
(Braidwood 1937; Courtois 1973; Graff 2006; Marfoe 1979). The NGRS documents sites 
from the Paleolithic through modern day, providing a valuable record for understanding 
human settlement patterns throughout the Holocene.  
B. Studying the Former Marsh 
 
 The two methods used in this thesis are GIS site distribution analysis and soil 
augering. These methods complement each other, particularly in this case study. Both 
view the landscape in a regional context, although the soil augering was carried out at a 
site-specific scale.  Both methods also consider a broad temporal scale. The GIS database 
includes sites from the Paleolithic through the present day, and the soil reflects soil 
formation and deposition beginning in the mid-Holocene at the latest and continuing 
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through the present day. GIS, or geographic information systems, are valuable in 
examining the aforementioned broad physical and temporal scales in a manageable way, 
as well as by providing other tools in the programs used to analyze the landscape as it is 
and was perceived by its inhabitants. In this project, GIS was used to overlay sites 
recorded in the NGRS on CORONA and ASTER satellite imagery. The CORONA 
imagery was selected as a resource for examining the landscape as a alimpsest. 
CORONA is useful for highlighting ancient features (Casana 2003), and was used to 
identify ideal coring locations for sampling the ancient landscape. ASTER imagery 
provides a digital elevation model, or DEM, and was used to evaluate the variable 
elevations of sites throughout time. This is valuable in the pursuit of reconstructing the 
presence and past extent of the marsh throughout time, because it provides a record of the 
lowest sites in each time period. The lowest sites represent the lowest stable, habitable 
elevation of the floodplain, allowing us to reconstruct the level of flooding in the valley 
and by inference, the presence of the marsh.  
 Soil science comes into play in investigating the hypotheses established from the 
analysis of the GIS data. Soil is a byproduct of both depositional and genetic factors, 
meaning that it forms as a result of complex interactions between the parent m t rial and 
environment, both natural and cultural, in which it is deposited. Examining the soil can 
reveal the environment that deposited the parent material, where the original material 
came from, and what processes the soil has experienced since deposition (Birkeland 
1998). For example, marshes leave a clear mark on soils they inhabit: the varyingperiods 
of inundation and dryness produce a distinct gleyed profile with redoxymorphic features, 
meaning that the soil is both reduced, as a result of existing in an anaerobic environment 
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while saturated during the flood season, and oxidized, from the drying that occurs after 
the water table lowers. Such signals are particularly useful in elucidating an environment 
with little proxy data available at the scale necessary to answer this research question.  
 This thesis is divided into five chapters, the first of which is this Introduction. 
Chapter Two contains the background and presents the archaeological and environmental 
context for marsh formation and drainage. The surveys described above are discusse  in 
more detail. The marshland reconstruction done in the Amuq Basin of Turkey, north and 
downstream of the Ghab along the Orontes River's route, is also discussed in detailas a 
model for this project (Wilkinson 1999). The proxy data available in the region and 
limitations for its application to the Ghab are also presented.  
 Results of the GIS analysis are presented in Chapter Three. Significant periods of 
occupation are discussed in detail, including the Chalcolithic, Bronze Age, Iron Age, 
Hellenistic, and Roman periods. Early sites are critical in establishing the early 
environment and floodplain accessibility, while later occupation, particularly post-
Hellenistic, elucidates the nature and impact of human activity in the valley. 
 Results of the soil augering project are presented in Chapter Four. The augering 
transect across the paleochannel north of Tell Qarqur confirms that this relict feature is a 
former channel of the Orontes River. Augering in the floodplain south and east of Tell 
Qarqur reveals an active floodplain and complex soil series. The upper extent of marsh 
inundation is visible in all of the profiles, and human activity is apparent in several as 
well. Topography plays a very important role in human use of the landscape in relation to 
local marsh and river activity. 
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 The background and results sections are synthesized in the discussion in Chapter 
5. The results from this study show how the Ghab fits into the context of environmental 
and depositional patterns throughout the Orontes basin in the Holocene. Human activity 
becomes increasingly significant post-Hellenistic and Roman occupation, a feature 
recorded first in the GIS and then confirmed in the soil record. The modern marsh and 
impacts of its removal are also presented in Chapter 5. The integration of GIS and soil 
science allow for a deeper, more nuanced understanding of the Holocene landscape than 
either method alone or site-based studies allow. 
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CHAPTER TWO: BACKGROUND 
A. The Ghab Marsh  
 
 The Ghab Valley is located in the western coast region of Syria, between the arid 
interior and humid littoral region of Syria, and is part of the northernmost extension of 
the East African-Dead Sea Rift Valley. The Orontes River originates in Lebanon and 
flows north through the valley into Turkey. The river is known for its northern 
orientation, which is the source of its alternative names "The Rebel" (Nahral-Asi) and 
"The Overturned" (Nahr al-Maklub) (Le Strange 1890). Its English name, "Orontes", is 
derived from another name, Nahr al-Urunt. Its course passes through a series of closed 
basins formed by tectonic action: the Biqa Valley in Lebanon, the Ghab Valley in Syria, 
and the Amuq Valley in Turkey. In recent history the Ghab Valley accumulated water
from the winter rains to form lakes and marshes until drained for irrigation in the 1950s 
and 1960s (Fitchet and Deford 1973; Graff 2006), and the Amuq Valley contained a 
shallow lake of recent origin (Braidwood 1937; Braidwood and Braidwood 1960; 
Wilkinson 1997; Yener et al. 2000). The Orontes enters the Ghab after a sharp bend north 
out of Cheizar (Figure 1). It passes through the floodplain near the archaeological site of 
Acharneh before flowing into the Ghab Valley proper. The valley is 10x60 km and 
bounded by the Jebel Ansariye to the west and the Jebel Zawiye to the east. At the 
northern end of the valley the eastern Jebel Wastani and western Jebel Kosseir restrict the 
river to its northern course and guide it into the Amuq Valley. The Jebel Wastani sep rate 
the Ghab from the Rouj Basin at the valley's northern extent. The mountains bordering 
the Ghab are limestone ranges dating to the Jurassic and Eocene, and the Jebel Zawiye 
are covered by basalt. A basalt flow constricts the basin at the northern end, ad the 
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valley itself is covered in Pliocene and Holocene clays. These clays are fluvial clays 
overlain by gray, marly clay overlain by diatomaceous earth (Graff 2006).  
 
Figure 1: Map from Weulersse (1940) of gorges, plains, and mountains along the course 
of the Orontes River 
 The climate of the Ghab Valley is a humid coastal climate that receives up to 
1200 mm of rain in a year. The rain travels from the west across the Mediterranean Sea 
and then over the Jebel Ansariye (Figure 2). There is a disparity in the amount of rai  
deposited between the west and east sides of the Ghab Valley, with the west receiving 
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significantly more than the east. This is visible in the types of vegetation present on the 
Jebel Ansariye versus the Jebel Zawiye the humid zone marked by rainfall ends just after 
the Jebel Ansariye (Figure 3). The Jebel Ansariye receive up to 1400 mm of rain per year, 
while the Jebel Zawiye receive no more than 600 mm (Graff 2006). Rainfall charts from 
Weulersse (1940) document the monthly rain for 1931, 1932, and 1933 at Cheizar and 
Qarqur, the southern and northern extents of the Ghab Valley. These records document 
the peaks of the rainy seasons as they occur across the basin. August through November 
are the driest months for both of these, but Cheizar is more prone to sudden peaks in flow 
whereas Qarqur has a single curve of water increase and decrease. These differ nces 
reflect the landforms the Orontes flows through at these points. The river flows through 
the gorge directly adjacent to Cheizar, and settles into the low floodplain of the Ghab to 
form the marsh near Qarqur. Both areas receive the most rain between February and 
March after a gradual increase in precipitation beginning in December. Precipitation 





Figure 2: The humid coastal climate is marked by the thick black line; the Ghab is located 
between Jisr and Cheizar on the map. 
 
 
Figure 3: A view of the Ghab to the south from Tell Qastoun; the green Jebel Ansariye 




 The Ghab marsh is documented by Weulersse (1940) and also reported by 
historians and travelers such as Strabo, Ibn Butlan, and Abu al-Fida after the 1st century
AD (Casana 2003; Le Strange 1890; Weulersse 1940). Weulersse (1940) describes the  
Ghab marsh covering the entire valley, between Jisr al-Shughur at the northern end, 
located a few miles beyond Qarqur, and Cheizar at the southern end. There is little record 
of the marsh being actively settled in the recent past except for a small group of 
fisherman known as the "Ghab Arabs" (Graff 2006: 110). Eger (2011) discusses the use 
of the marsh as a stopping point for medieval mercenaries and a refuge for criminals. 
Local villagers remember the marsh, or know stories of it from their families. The current 
mukhtar, or village head, of the local village of Qarqur remembers the annual marsh in 
the Ghab Valley, describing it as ranging across the entire valley between villages on the 
low slopes of the surrounding mountains. I was able to talk to him along with Dr. Casana 
during Summer 2010, and he described life during the time of the marsh as well as how it 
changed subsequent to drainage. The mukhtar was present when the marshes were extant, 
observed the construction of the modern canals, and participated in the government 
redistribution of the newly available land in the 1960s. These villages are built just above 
the water line, adapting to the seasonal changes in water flow. The Orontes River was 
canalized in 1956, but a canal system was present in the valley before this, possibly 
following the Roman canal route. According to local and historical accounts, prior to the 
1956 canal, the valley was used to farm barley, wheat, clover, and lentils (Weulerss  
1940). Farmers also grew watermelon and sweet melon. The surface of Tell Qarqur w s 
used for cultivating these melons as well as a resource for pasturing cattle, goa s, and 
sheep during the rainy winter and spring months. Buffalo and camel were also present. In 
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addition to these animals, villagers had access to wild duck, goose, and pigs. Catfish,
ranging up to 50 cm long, and eel were also abundant during the wet season and hunted 
by the locals. Weulersse (1940) describes the importance of the fishing economy t  the 
region, making a point to state that the fish were preserved and shipped within Syria and 
to other locations around the Mediterranean Sea. Despite this, the Syrian government, 
like that of other countries in the Middle East, including Jordan, Lebanon, and Iraq, 
drained the marshes in order to irrigate the valley to increase the production of the more 
commercially valuable cash crops for export (Lawton 1978). 
  Most of the wetland resources are no longer available in such quantities, if at all, 
since the draining of the marsh. However, rather than removing a major source of in ome 
in the fishing economy, the government canal directly benefited the local populations by 
expanding the agricultural opportunities. In 1969 the Syrian government worked with 
local leaders to divide the land among the residents of the valley (i.e. Mukhtar of Qqur). 
Prior to this a small group of landowners staked their own claims and rented out land to 
others or hired them to farm it. After 1969 land was distributed more evenly among 
valley inhabitants based on a government survey of the villagers. The valley is now
farmed year round. In addition to the barley, wheat, clover, and lentils grown beforethe 
drainage, sugar cane, sugar beets, cotton, tomatoes, and onions are also grown. Sheep and 
goat are still herded in the fallow fields, although camel and buffalo are no longer 
present.  
 Inhabitants of the Ghab marsh either resided just above the water line on the low 
mountain slopes, on abandoned or relict river levees, or possibly in houses built on stilts
in the marsh, as mentioned by Abu al-Fida in the fourteenth century (Casana 2003); these 
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rectangular structures are mud brick and reed constructions on wooden platforms 
(Weulersse 1940; Wilkinson 1997). These features are made of local resources and allow 
the marsh inhabitants to occupy the marsh proper rather than the dry hill slopes alone. 
Given this lifestyle, evidence for occupation of the floodplain during the time of the 
marsh is rather sparse. Historical texts and modern travelers' journals recounting visits to 
the marshes of Iraq indicate the peripheral and transitory nature of marsh society. In 
addition to being inhabited by slightly nomadic groups, the marginal nature of the 
marshes can provide a safe haven for political outlaws, refugees and criminals. The 
marshes of Iraq were visited by travelers during the early 20th century and accor ing to 
these accounts were a common refuge for outlaws, including robber gypsies, political 
rebels, and escaped slaves beginning  the early 9th century A.D. (Levy 1924; Maxwell 
1957). The marshes were marked as a haven these people could escape to and remain 
hidden in for as long as necessary. Eger (2011) discusses well-developed marsh cultu e in 
the Ghab and Amuq Valleys as well as in the Iraqi marshes. Eger's research supports the 
claim that marsh environments were used by the more peripheral members of society;
tribes from southern Iraq that were originally from the Indus Valley were r located to the 
marshes of the Levant to serve as mercenaries and swamp laborers in the 7th century AD. 
According to this, the marshes provided enough pasture for horses as well as an area 
available for resettlement. Some of these areas were partially abandoned duri g the 10th 
and 12th centuries, but modern populations continued to use the resources and settle 




B. Archaeology of the Northern Ghab Valley 
 
 The Ghab Valley has been surveyed by multiple research teams since the 1970s 
(Courtois 1973; Dornemann 2003; Fortin 2005; Graff 2002 & 2006; Iwasaki & Tsuneki 
2003; Sauer 1979). The archaeological surveys of the Ghab typically focus on the valley 
floor and alluvial fans where the tell sites formed during the Bronze and Iron Ages. 
Courtois identified 17 tell sites in the Ghab, most of which contained material for the 
Early Bronze Age and many for the Middle to Late Bronze Ages. The sites are all on the 
eastern side of the river and limited to the floodplain. The adjacent Rouj Basin, located 
between the Jebel Zawiye and Jebel Wastani, is at a higher elevation than the Ghab 
Basin, but is often included in studies of the Ghab because of its proximity and analogous 
environment and occupation history. Although higher in elevation, it also contained an 
ancient lake, Lake Beloua, until it was drained for agriculture in the 20th century. Similar 
to the Ghab, the Bronze Age sites identified in the Rouj are located on the front to middle 
of alluvial fans and near high water tables (Courtois 1973; Iwasaki & Tsuneki 2003). In 
addition to the Bronze Ages, material found in the region dates to as early as the Pre-
Pottery Neolithic B. Sites post-dating the Bronze Ages are located in upland areas 
surrounding the basin. Sauer (1979) surveyed both the Rouj and the Ghab basins, also 
focusing on the valley to the east of the Orontes. The results are comparable to the tll-
heavy results of Courtois (1973).  
Northern Ghab Regional Survey 
 
 The Northern Ghab Regional Survey (NGRS) is a recent survey project that 
considers the valley floor, west and east of the Orontes River, and the surrounding 
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mountain ranges, the Jebel Zawiye, Jebel Wastani, and Jebel Ansariye. The NGRS was 
carried out in 2000 and 2001 in affiliation with the Tell Qarqur Excavation and led by 
Sarah Graff of the University of Chicago. The project inspects the environs of Tell
Qarqur and other sites in the northern Ghab for information regarding the variation of 
human settlement in the roughly 500 km2 area. Areas of interest were identified by 
consulting earlier surveys and satellite imagery. The survey consisted of revisiting sites 
documented by Courtois (1973) and Sauer (1979). New sites were also documented, 
measured and surface collected. The NGRS identified the impact canal and dam 
construction in the 1950s had on site preservation. In the process of this construction, 
entire tells were leveled by machinery. Sites were also partially demolished by farmers 
relocating the soil to their fields. Surface scatter preserves the location of these sites, but 
the CORONA imagery and previous documentation of the area is crucial in 
understanding site distribution. Geoarchaeological pursuits as part of the NGRS also 
indicate that significant sedimentation has occurred in the Ghab Valley, with at least 1 
meter overlying archaeological deposits. Analysis of CORONA imagery reveals a lighter 
soil that marks out the former route of the Orontes River, a canal likely dating to the
Roman period (Casana 2003: 107, 108; Graff 2006). Weulersse (1940) shows that the 
river formerly bended east south of Tell Qarqur before flowing north after bypassing both 
mounds.  
 The new survey located sites dating from the Paleolithic through the Islamic 
period. Early Bronze Age sites in the Ghab Valley are located on the valley floor in 
loosely grouped clusters. Interpretation at a finer resolution is difficult for the area; 
because many of the sites are poorly preserved and surface survey is the only 
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documentation of the area, it is difficult to determine whether the pottery collected 
accurately represents everything present at the site or if it is the only remaining pottery 
after material has been removed for farming. However, preliminary interpretation from 
survey results suggest that several tells in the valley may have been occupied 
continuously from the Neolithic through the Early Bronze Age. Sites near each other, 
such as Tell Aamqiyeh North and Tell Aamqiyeh South, together span the divisions 
within the Early Bronze Age (Graff 2006: 128). The continuous occupation of the valley 
throughout the Early Bronze Age is significant in the Near East, because many sites in 
Syria appear to have been abandoned or burned during the Early Bronze IV, at the end of 
the third millennium BC. Excavation at Tell Qarqur supports a continuous occupation, 
albeit with a significant burn layer, and this preliminary survey from the NGRS indicates 
that it may also be true elsewhere in the Ghab (Graff 2006; Karoll 2011). Further 
interpretation is limited by the short duration of the survey project, as well as the dearth 
of knowledge in Middle Bronze Age pottery. This thesis discusses the distribution of 
recorded sites from all time periods in Chapter 3. 
Tell Qarqur 
 Tell Qarqur is a large double mounded tell in the Ghab Valley of northern Syria 
(Figure 4) Archaeological research has exposed settlements ranging from the Pre-Pottery 
Neolithic (8500 BC) to the Mamluk (AD 1350) periods (Casana et al 2008; Dornemann 
1999 & 2008; Dornemann et al 2009). Cultural material at Tell Qarqur occupies about 23 
hectares, and the larger mound rises to nearly 30 meters. The site's importance is 
documented in historical texts which indicate a city named Qarqar located in the area 
during the reign of Sargon II, and another reference to a Karkara which was the location 
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of a battle between Neo-Assyrian Shalmaneser III and Levantine city states in 853 BC. 
Archaeological survey and excavation indicate that both mounds were occupied 
continuously, although the type of settlement and distribution across the two mounds and 
saddle in between them varies according to time period. Tell Qarqur was most heavily
populated during the Bronze and late Iron Ages. Accordingly, most excavation on the tell
has focused on the Bronze and Iron Ages at Areas A, B, and D, although Ayyubid, 
Hellenistic and Roman components have been uncovered. Remains of an Islamic town 
extending south of the tell are also documented. 
 
Figure 4: Tell Qarqur from the southeast. The large mound with the eastern step trench is 
in the foreground; Jebel Ansariye are in the background.  
 Significant finds include a EBIVB temple in Area E, and Iron Age fortification 
and Middle or Late Bronze tower and fortification wall in Area B (Dornemann et al.
2008) (Figure 5). Pottery from the EBIVB temple corresponds to Hama J and Amuq J 
finds, as well as some late EBIV pottery similar to Mardikh IIB2 (Dornemann 2008). 
Hama J and Amuq J are Early Bronze Age IV pottery in their respective chronologies 
(Table 1), and demonstrate contemporaneity between these sites and Tell Qarqur. Casana 
et al (2008) identify a rise on the western side of Tell Qarqur that they suggest could be a 
portion of a mud brick fortification wall typical of Early and Middle Bronze Age sit s 
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found in many sites in eastern Syria. Dornemann et al. (2008) say that Iron Age II 
settlement may have expanded farther off tell than the Bronze Age settlemen , based on 
IAII material culture located at the base of the tell. Geophysical investigation of the 
saddle between the two mounds identifies domestic features; shallow excavation dates 
these features to the IAII. Occupation off-tell during the Iron Age is significa t for 
understanding the presence of the marshes: these Iron Age settlements indicate that any 
floodwaters that may have existed were not high enough to impact settlement peripheral 
to the tell itself.  
 The gateway in the Iron Age fortification is similar to gateways in other sites in 
the northern Levant and Anatolia, including Hama, Tell Ta'yinat, and Zinjirli 
(Dornemann 1999). Iron II pottery sherds found at Tell Qarqur are comparable to the 
Amuq O (Iron Age) tradition. Middle Bronze Age components have also been found, 
primarily MBII, comparable to material of Hama, Tell Mardikh, and Tell Hadidi ating to 
the 18th through 16th centuries B.C. Material comparable to Amuq I and J, which 
corresponds to Hama J3-J1, and material from Tell Hadidi is also present, as is material 
dating to the end of the third millennium B.C. also found at Ebla, Hama, Ugarit, Amuq 
and Tell Hadidi. Occupations at Tell Qarqur and dates produced from excavations are 












Hama Approx dates 
EBI-III Amuq G-H Mardikh IIA Hama K 3000/2900-2400 
BC 
EBIVA Amuq I Mardikh IIB1 Hama J 8-5 2400-2250 BC 
EBIVB Amuq J Mardikh IIB2 Hama J 4-1 2250-2000 BC 
MBI Amuq K/ 
Alalakh XVII-
XIV 
Mardikh III A1 Hama H 5 2000-1800 BC 
Table 1: Bronze Age chronologies of nearby valleys, after Graff 2006 
OCCUPATION OF TELL QARQUR 
Time Period Beginning End 
PPN 8500 B.C. 6000 B.C. 
Neolithic 6000 B.C. 5000 B.C. 
Chalcolithic 5000 B.C. 3000 B.C. 
Early Bronze Age 3000 B.C. 2000 B.C. 
EBIV 2200 B.C. 2000 B.C. 
Iron Age 1200 B.C. 500 B.C. 
IAI 1200 B.C. 1000 B.C. 
IAII 1000 B.C. 500 B.C. 
Hellenistic 300 B.C. 100 B.C. 
Roman 100 B.C.  AD 300 
Late Roman/ Byzantine AD 300 AD 650 
Early Islamic AD 650 AD 900 
Ayyubid/Mamluk (Crusader) AD 1100 AD 1350 










 Much of the excavation at Tell Qarqur has focused on the Bronze and Iron Ages, 
but material predating and postdating these periods is also abundant (Dornemann 2008). 
The Neolithic is represented by dark-faced burnished ware that is contemporary with 
Amuq A and B, as well as Ubaid material culture, shallow comb-incised material 
representative of the Uruk period, and chaff-faced, chaff tempered wares of th  Amuq F 
(Braidwood and Braidwood 1960). This solidifies the continuity of the site from the 
Neolithic to the Bronze Age. Later material includes Hellenistic pottery hat has been 
found in surface survey and in some walls above the Bronze and Iron Age structures.  
 A Late Roman (AD 300-650) component is represented by a Christian 
mausoleum and associated church with mosaic floor and columns in Area W (Dornemann 
2008). Geophysical research at Tell Qarqur indicates that the maximum extent of 
occupation occurred during the Crusader/Ayyubid (AD 1100-1250) occupation and 
subsequent Mamluk period (AD 1250-1400) (Casana et al. 2008). Modern settlement of 
the area is located in the modern village of Qarqur, located on the low slopes of the Jebel 
Ansariye and occupied since the early 20th century. The tell is now used for grazing 
sheep, and the surrounding fields are cultivated year round. Altogether, the material at 
Tell Qarqur alone tells a compelling story of nearly continuous human occupation in the 
northern Ghab Valley. Material culture uncovered during excavation situates the site 
within the northern Levant during the Bronze and Iron Ages, and the Hellenistic, Roman, 





C.  Marshes in the Amuq Valley 
 
 The Amuq Valley is adjacent to the Ghab Valley to the north, situated on the 
border of Syria and Turkey in Turkey's Hatay Province. The valley is a 30x30 meter plain 
within the Amik-Golbasi graben at the intersection of multiple faults. The western border 
is formed by the Amanus Mountains, a sedimentary and igneous range rich in minerals 
exploited by humans throughout occupation of the valley (Wilkinson 1999; Yener 2000). 
The eastern border is formed by the Jebel al-Aqra and Jebel Zawiye, made of Miocene 
and Pliocene sandstones and marls, and the basalt Kurt Dag (Casana 2003). The valley 
was inundated by the Lake of Antioch and associated marshes beginning in the 1st 
millennium AD. The Orontes River flows through the Amuq directly from the Ghab 
Basin, so in addition to being a valuable comparison for the marshes in the Ghab Valley 
the Amuq reflects the upstream behavior of the Orontes as it flows through the Gab. 
Several archaeological projects have explored this valley. Braidwood (1937) completed 
the initial survey of the valley, documenting every site and describing the sizes and 
pottery types of each. Braidwood's initial surveys identify the lake as a late feature, given 
the presence of archaeological sites subsumed by it. This survey targets he mounds of 
the Amuq plain and river valleys, investigating their nature, duration of occupation, and 
location in the valley. In addition to the difficulty reaching mounds covered in water, 
excavations at Tell Ta'yinat and Tell al-Judaidah reveal that early settlem nt would have 
been extremely close to the water table, to a point impractical for occupation. Woolley 
(1953) suggests that the valley succumbed to marshy conditions because of tectonic 
activity in the area. Based on the large amounts of deposition over archaeological 
material, Braidwood speculated that sedimentation drove marsh formation (1937). 
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Casana (2008) also identifies sedimentation as a major culprit, driven by a combination 
of intensified rains and a landscape more susceptible to erosion due to agricultural 
intensification during the Roman period. Case studies elsewhere in the Eastern 
Mediterranean document a correlation between tectonic activity and marsh formation. In 
Greece, marshes formed after an earthquake shifted rocks covering hot springs; after an 
initial flooding, water receded to a lower level and formed a marsh (Le Strange 1890). 
The region is tectonically active and may have been shifted by earthquakes. There is 
evidence for multiple earthquakes, but not for any single earthquake that would have 
exposed springs or shifted sediment or rocks in a manner that would create a lake. 
Braidwood combines this argument with a scenario of massive silting of the Amuq plain's
drainage system to produce a medieval Lake of Antioch.  
 Braidwood's survey was revisited by the Amuq Valley Regional Project (AVRP) 
and expanded to include parts of the Amanus Mountains and areas formerly underwater 
(Yener 2000). The AVRP executed components excavating sites in the valley, including 
areas in or near marsh sediments. Using these excavations and geoarchaeological 
research, Wilkinson (in Yener 2000) describes the fluctuating nature of the lake of 
Antioch and its associated marshes. The Amuq receives water from the Orontes, but also
from the Nahr al-Afrin and Kara Su. The Orontes floodplain sediments document late 
Pleistocene gravel deposition from high energy flows covered by a clay paleosol. The 
early to mid Holocene sediments around Tell Atchana, which sits on the Orontes, are 
deposited by low energy flows underneath a Late Chalcolithic occupation. The middle to 
late Holocene in the southern part of the valley was a time of gradual aggradation of the 
valley floor, marked by several paleosols (Casana 2003 and 2008; Wilkinson 2000). 
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Within these sediments are Roman occupations associated with plow wash deposits. The 
Roman period is also marked by levee deposits several meters over the present 
floodplain, indicated severe flooding during later time periods that would have deposited 
overbank material in a broader area and spread more water across the floodplain. Also 
significant is a change in flow energy near Atchana during the mid to late Holocene. This 
can be attributed to either greater energy of floods or a channel shift, but both 
interpretations represent a significantly greater amount of overbank flooding that would 
have contributed to lake and marsh formation in the valley proper (Yener 2000). Tell 
Hijar contains material from Amuq G, dating to 3310-2930 BC and 2880-2640 BC, 
underneath a possible marsh horizon with shelly lacustrine deposits on top. 
 Wilkinson summarizes the two most common types of soil in this research: a pale 
gray silt lake or marsh marl and a reddish brown silty clay (Wilkinson 1997). The formr 
signifies a waterlogged environment, and the latter represents an open land surface, 
oxidized and although sometimes impacted by the marsh deposits, otherwise distinct 
from them. He also argues that the oxidized brown sediment reflect the impact of human 
land use in the region, attributing the color to oxidation and slope washed terra rossa from 
the uplands of the Orontes River drainage. Such erosion is facilitated by intensified 
farming and forest harvesting, events associated with the late 3rd through 1st millennia 
BC. The subsequent Hellenistic and Roman periods intensified canal use, which allowed 
the canals to silt up and overflow their borders into low lying floodplain. The Afrin is a 
example of a canalized and silted landscape; this overflow from multiple rivers in the 
Amuq would have increased marsh formation. The Afrin was channeled by the Romans 
through a rock-cut trough and then an earthen embankment as it flowed west across the 
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Amuq Valley. A series of Roman and Islamic sites follow the path of the channel and 
confirm its use in recent history (Casana & Wilkinson 2005). Both these rivers and the 
northern Kara Su flow into the valley and contributed to the former Lake of Antioch. 
 The AVRP's geoarchaeological studies support Braidwood's hypothesis that the 
lake formed during the late Holocene due to aggradation of the floodplain. However, lake 
cores also contain beach ridges indicating its early 6th millennium BC presence in 
association with occupation at Tell Kurdu and the ancient course of the Afrin River. The 
marshes of the 1930s extend just beyond Tell Kurdu when it was documented by 
Braidwood. Excavations reveal harvesting of fish and shellfish during the late 6th - early 
5th millennium BC (Edens & Yener in Yener 2000). Whether these resources were 
available from a marsh or small marshy deposits and pools is uncertain. Bronze and Iron 
Age tell-based occupation of the valley affiliated with a strong agricultural system on the 
valley floor did not have to contend with a lake, but increased flooding during the late 
Holocene brought the lake back in full force during the 1st millennium AD.  
 Casana (2008) attributes the flooding and sedimentation to a combination of 
strong storms and greater susceptibility of the mountain slopes to erosion during the 
intensively cultivated post-Hellenistic period. Site distribution during the Roman period 
shows an expansion to the mountain slopes, and archaeological and historical evidence 
shows that the increase of trade in the region decreased the importance of farming o  
sustenance in the valley itself. Products, such as olives, were typically farmed for trade 
purposes, and those are better farmed on the mountain sides. Roman and later sites are 
also located closer to trade routes, on the southern and eastern side of the valley. Factors 
in aggradational sedimentation include changes in runoff, climate, cultivation, and 
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sediment supply. All of these impact the others, but the specific causes for the mid-late 
Holocene erosion recognized by Wilkinson (1999) rarely repeat themselves in th  
identical combinations. Aggradation of the Orontes River in the Amuq plain is 
recognized as sandy and silty clay levee and flood deposits. Lake and marsh depo its 
preceding this are buried gley soils and shelly clay loams (Figure 6). The sandy and silty 
deposits postdate the 2nd millennium BC, corroborating Casana's (2003) claim that 
flooding and related storming intensified during later periods. Lake and marsh was 
present in the Amuq Valley during the Pleistocene as well as the Holocene, so the 
phenomenon itself is not new, but the scale of the feature is largest in recent history.
 
Figure 6: "Synthetic lake-level curve for the Lake of Antioch, reconstructed from 
archaeological sites, lacustrine deposits and shoreline features." (Wilkinson 1999) 
 By considering the studies by Wilkinson (1997, 1999, 2000) and Casana (2003), it 
is possible to recreate the formation of the lake and marshes in the Amuq Valley. The 
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Lake of Antioch initially formed in the 6th millennium BC. The water receded during the 
4th and 3rd millenniums and returned beginning in the 1st millennium BC to its full 
extent in the 1st millennium AD. The early lacustrine sediments are affiliated with the 
original course of the Afrin River. The later marsh and lake sediments are affiliated with 
both the Afrin and the Orontes Rivers. The Afrin was channeled by the Romans by this 
point, and the Orontes contributed greater amounts of sediment and water to overbank 
flooding. The Lake of Antioch and its northern marshes inundated the entire valley. 
Settlement shifted from low-lying, tell based settlement to a range of settlem nt sizes on 
both tells and mountain sides affiliated more with trade routes than sustenance farming. 
Only modern drainage impeded the survival of the lake and marshes into the present day. 
D. Climate in the Northern Levant during the Holocene 
 
 The modern Mediterranean climate of the northern Levant is that of a thermo 
Mediterranean mixed forest. It sits on the border between the humid coast and dry 
interior of Syria. Precipitation is seasonal: high in winter and spring and low in summer 
and early autumn months. This climate pattern was established about 5,000 years ago, 
during the mid-Holocene. The Holocene began 12.8 - 11.6 ka cal BP years ago, according 
to the GISP ice cores. Speleothem records at Soreq Cave and the core of Lake Huleh 
confirm this date in the Levant, although they encompass a wider range of dates, rom 
13.2-11.4 ka cal BP and 12.4-10.8 ka cal BP respectively. The early Holocene is 
distinguished from the late Pleistocene by a warming trend. Some call it the deglaciation 
phase; areas in Europe, the Mediterranean, and the Near East all show signs of chaging 
temperatures, precipitation, and vegetation. This transition is marked in palynological 
studies by a peak in Quercus and Pinus following a peak in Chenopodiaceae nd 
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Artemisia  in the Younger Dryas (Wright & Thorpe 2003). The latter are both indicators 
of aridity, desert and steppe, respectively, significant for the cold, dry climate of the 
Younger Dryas (Rossignol-Strick 1995; Meadows 2005). Quercus returns after the 
Younger Dryas but is soon overtaken by Pistacia with the advent of drier summers. 
 The re-growth of the mixed deciduous forest in most of the Near East is preceded 
by that in the Levant. Areas east and south of the Zagros/Anti-Taurus Mountain rages
had a drier climate, possibly inhibited by an Intertropical Convergence Zone 
displacement (Djamali et al 2010). According to climate models, the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone moved north around 6.3 ka cal BP. This time period is known as the 
Holocene Climatic Optimum. After the Climatic Optimum the Near East experienced a 
series of arid phases that would have placed pressure on large populations reliant on local 
agriculture supplies. These arid phases are apparent elsewhere in the Mediterranean, 
recorded as fire events caused by increased susceptibility of forests t  burning because of 
the arid climate (Roberts et al 2010, Vanierre et al 2011). These events are also ti d to 
human use of forest resources throughout the Holocene. As populations nucleated and 
required more building material and agricultural space, forests were harvested for their 
wood as well as cleared to make room for farming. The northern Levant has two major 
phases of deforestation: the first at 5.3 ka cal BP, during the Chalcolithic-Early Bronze 
Age transition to large, nucleated societies, and the second around 250 BC when Romans 
cleared the area to plant olives for arboriculture. The 5.3 - 5.0 ka cal BP deforestati n i  
recorded as burnt layers in the Lake Van cores, and is apparent in settlement studi s as 
the growth of large tell structures and agricultural societies in low lying floodplains. 
Afforestation in the Levant is also apparent, reflecting both human and climatic 
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influence. The first occurred after the Younger Dryas cold period and the second in the 
transition to the Iron Age, occurring contemporaneously with a slight dispersal of 
populations across the landscape.  
Climate Studies in the Ghab Valley 
 
 The paleoenvironment of the Ghab Valley has been explored by coring projects 
and paleobotanical research (Niklewski and Van Zeist 1970; Niklewski, Van Zeist and 
Bottema 1991; Van Zeist and Woldring 1980; Yasuda et al. 2000). Although various 
vegetation phases can be identified, there has been difficulty in dating these cor  
because the most common material available for radiocarbon dating is mollusk shell. The 
core studied by Niklewski and Van Zeist (1970) is from the northern Ghab, and the core 
described by Yasuda et al. (2000) is from the southwestern Ghab. Yasuda et al. (2000) 
outline an oak forested Ghab before 9000 cal. years BP, at which point the authors 
identify a period of large-scale forest clearance. They attribute the clearance to 
populations in the area, but others disagree that such a deterministic explanation can be 
substantiated by archaeological evidence (Wright & Thorpe 2003). After this, the 
frequencies of Quercus decline significantly and Cedrus becomes prominent. Yasuda 
notes the presence of a marsh, based on the presence of such plants in the pollen record 
during the Early Bronze Age. They suggest that this is related to further forest clearance 
and cultivation of upper hill slopes (Yasuda et al. 2000). Further research is needed to 
confirm such a deterministic assessment of vegetation change, but at this point the 
ancient human relationship with the environment is poorly dated and insufficiently 
researched in archaeological projects in the valley. 
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 The pollen diagrams at Lake Huleh and the Ghab Valley are the most useful 
indicators of past vegetation in the Levant, with the caveat that there are significant errors 
in their isotopic dates (Meadows 2005; Rossignol-Strick 1995; Wright & Thorpe 2003). 
Because the uncorrected dates mark the Younger Dryas at Lake Huleh as a warm, wet 
climate, drastically opposite to its records everywhere else, Meadows (2005) corrects the 
error by using pollen zonation to correlate the Lake Huleh core with marine proxy 
records, and suggests modifications for the Ghab record based on that. Unfortunately the 
Ghab can only be dated in generalities with this method; because it was not a lake 
throughout the entire Holocene there is no steady rate of sediment accumulation to 
interpolate. Thus, the Ghab diagram records the Younger Dryas marked by low Arboreal 
Pollen and maximum Chenopodiaceae and Artemisia (Meadows 2005). The subsequent 
phase shows declining amounts of Chenopodiaceae and Artemisia and an increase in 
deciduous oak, as at Lake Huleh.  
Marshes in Climatic Records 
 
 Marsh and lake sediments are common environmental indicators in the Levant. 
Lakes rise and fall according to humidity and temperatures; cool but wet environments 
raise the water level, and warm, dry temperatures lower it. Marshes follow the same 
pattern and are often found at the edges of these lakes. Marshes are commonly 
documented in association with later cultures in the Levant, after the 1st millennium BC. 
A core of modern marshes near Jableh, west of the Jebel Ansariye, documents a wet 
meadow during the 12th-16th centuries AD in the Islamic period (Kaniewski et al 2010). 
This meadow was used as a resource for a combination of pastoralism and agriculture. As 
in the Ghab, the Jableh marsh core encompassing AD 850-1870 indicates a xerophytic 
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shrub steppe for the last thousand years. The xerophytic shrub-steppe environment 
reflects a rain fed, wet valley bottom environment. However, it appears that the wettest 
period was during the Mameluke Sultanate (AD 1291-1517), which had a xerophytic 
shrub-steppe environment for the majority of the time but a meadow-fen beginning at AD 
1050. This environment is marked by a high water table and active floodplain. Kaniewski 
et all (2010) say that the wet valley bottoms reflect the wetter but cooler climate of the 
Little Ice Age. All medieval occupations are associated with an arborescent culture 
typical of the Hellenistic and Roman time periods. This land use in concert with the 
climate of the Little Ice Age support Braidwood and Weulersse's hypothesis at late 
marshification was caused by infill of channels. The climate provided the mechanism to 
sustain it, and had the marshes of the Near East not been drained in the mid 20th century, 
they may all still be here today. 
E. Human Occupation in the Orontes Basin 
 
 The seasonal flow of the Orontes River and the precipitation-rich western airflow 
to the dry eastern extent of the Orontes basin is a factor that impacts all of the settlements 
in the Orontes path. The Ghab and Amuq are both represented by a wealth of Bronze and 
Iron Age tells in the valley bottoms and a Roman and later increase in upland sites. 
Additionally, most valleys within the Orontes's path are now mechanically irrigated for 
farming.  
 The Biqa Valley, the only major valley of the Orontes River not yet discussed, is 
at a higher elevation than the Ghab and the Amuq. It is 1000 meters above sea level and 
has a more varied topography. There are flood plains and marshy depressions adjacet to 
the river, but there are also many nearby intermontane valleys. The Biqa is bordered on 
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the west by the Lebanon Mountains and on the east by the Anti Lebanon (Marfoe 1998). 
It is a major travel and communication route between Egypt, Anatolia, Mesopotamia, and 
the rest of the Levant. Initial settlement during the Upper Paleolithic and Neolithic in the 
Biqa are affiliated with the movement of groups of animals, but by the Early Bronze Age 
settled down along large water ways with access to the agriculturally rich environments 
of valley bottoms. This tell based settlement is more common in the southern Biqa, which 
has more marsh and alluvial resources than the northern Biqa. The northern Biqa was not
abandoned during the Bronze Ages, but simply settled in greater numbers of smaller ites 
in order to exploit the available oasis environment. Unlike the Amuq and Ghab, the Biqa 
is marked by a dispersal of settlement into large towns and villages beginning in the 
Middle Bronze Age. The "gateway" communities for the valley remained large, but the 
settlement on the interior appears to have returned to an integration of pastoralism and 
cultivation, rather than absolute reliance on agriculture. Marfoe (1998) argues that this is 
related to a massive deforestation apparent in the Iron Age. It may be related to rid 
events elsewhere in the Near East at the end of the Early Bronze Age. Studis of 
settlement in the Anti-Lebanon (Bonatz 2002) confirm the possibility of terracing s well 
as pastoralism.  
 The Orontes flows through the Homs region of Syria after exiting the Biqa Valley 
of Lebanon. Paleolithic through modern artifacts can be found in the area. Similar to the 
Amuq and Ghab, there is an expansion into the uplands during the Hellenistic occupation 
of the area (Philip 2005). The agricultural exploitation of the southern, lower elevation 
area and terraced exploitation of the northern uplands is also comparable to these areas. 
The southern portion of the region has the common Bronze and Iron Age tells.  
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 The Rouj basin mentioned previously shares some features in common with the 
Ghab. In addition to the comparable site distribution, the Rouj was covered by a dense 
forest that was predominantly oak during the late Pleistocene/early Holocene. The area is 
now covered mostly by maquis due to centuries of grazing and farming (Iwasaki & 
Tsuneki 2003). Several tells are located at the boundaries of the former lake, as well as 
nearby mountain springs and river tributaries, and the basin is marked by both the 
modern and ancient road between Latakia and Aleppo that goes through it. 
F. Discussion 
 
 A survey of archaeological excavations and surveys throughout the Orontes River 
basin confirms a few commonalities. All three major basins, the Biqa, Ghab, and Amuq,
were inundated with marshes at some point in time, with the largest extents reached 
during later periods. If possible, these were used for irrigation, especially during 
Hellenistic, Roman, and Islamic occupation, but were not permanently drained until 
recently. All of these areas and the regions in between contain a variety of 
microenvironments, from the mountainous oases of the Biqa to the lowlands and uplands 
of the Homs region.  It is common to have some occupation of all of these 
microenvironments throughout history, but there are two distinct periods of occupation. 
These are most apparent in the Amuq due to thorough investigation of the region, but are 
also visible throughout the entire Orontes drainage basin. The Early Bronze Age is the 
beginning of expansive tell-based settlement in areas formerly populated by hunter-
gatherer or pastoralist, nomadic or semi-nomadic groups of the Paleolithic and Neolithic. 
This nucleated settlement is the hallmark of the third and second millennia BC. The Biqa 
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has settlement redistributed into smaller towns during the Middle and Late Bronze Ages, 
and the rest of the drainage basin follows suit by the Hellenistic period. Based on the 
change in populations dominating power in occupying these areas, the transition from 
tell-based to village-based settlement appears to be more politically than clim tically 
driven. However, there is a climate change from the early Holocene to the mid to late 
Holocene that may have interacted with these politically driven changes to foster the 
growth of the marshes in these valleys. 
 Marshes have  a rich history in the Middle East, providing both edible resources 
in the animals that live in them as well as the water necessary for agriculture (Marfoe 
1978; Pournelle 2003). The marshes were irrigated, but also exploited for their marine 
animal populations. Draining the marshes reflects the actions of modern politics on he 
environment. Because water is frequently a limited resource, particularly in this part of 
the world, many marshes have been drained in recent history to supplement agricultural 
irrigation needs. Draining them removes the watery animal species that would otherwise 
be available, and also alters the landscape. There are a few specific rea tions to marshes 
present in the northern Levant. One reaction is to use them: the fish export industry 
described by Weulersse and revealed by quantities of imported fish to Apamea from the 
Amuq illustrates this. Another is to drain them, evidenced by the most recent action in the 
area. A third reaction to their presence is to move away from them completely. This does 
not seem to have happened in this region, although political and travel anecdotes indicate 
that most of the population of the Ghab lived on the mountain periphery and only 
fishermen spent any time inhabiting the marsh itself.  
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 Intertwined with these varying uses is the expression of political landscapes 
contemporary with the marshes. The marshes do not appear to have been present during 
any time in which a large state-sized economy relied completely on resource from land 
in the immediate vicinity of the site to survive. Bronze and Iron Age populations were 
able to farm the surrounding area as well as inhabit low-lying areas with lo er towns, 
although the presence of fish and other riverine and marshy animals in excavations 
indicate that these resources have always been available to some extent (Casa a et al 
2008; Dornemann 1999 & 2008; Dornemann et al. 2009; Smith 2005). The advent of 
Seleucid and Roman occupation is marked by the expansion along waterways and into 
higher elevations. This could reflect a movement away from the marshes, or it could 
reflect a movement towards trade routes and landscapes targeted for production of 
specific goods, particularly olives and grapes. Settlement change in the Amuq appears to 
have been for the latter purpose (Braidwood 1937; Casana 2003 & 2005; Wilkinson 
2000). Areas such as the Biqa show a sort of combination of these forces: although the 
Biqa is marked by the importance of trade routes, sites also congregate near marshes 
when they are the most accessible sources of water for irrigation. However, contrary to 
valleys like the Amuq and the Ghab, the Biqa does not have alternative areas optimal f r 
farming. The higher elevation and colder climate makes the marshes, during certain
times, a less marginal resource.  
 A necessary factor to consider aside from the relationship between site location 
and marshes is the relationship between site formation and marsh formation. Research in 
the Amuq has shown that political forces may be more at play than environmental ones in
determining the location of sites at higher elevations. Casana's (2008) work 
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demonstrating the relationship between higher intensity storms and increased runoff 
during the mid-late Holocene show that increased sedimentation, and probably increased 
marsh formation, did not occur until several centuries into this uphill settlement pattern.  
If conclusions from geoarchaeological research in the Amuq hold true for the Ghab as 
well, this would represent a pattern in which politically and commercially driven land use 
changes both produce, during the Roman and Islamic periods, and eliminate, in the mid-
20th century, a environmental feature.  
G. Conclusion 
 
 The Ghab Valley of the Late Glacial was a desert steppe. After the Younger 
Dryas, it became a mixed deciduous forest fostered by the humid coastal climate in the 
Northern Levant. Although archaeological evidence remains slim, the transition from the 
Chalcolithic to the Early Bronze Age is associated with deforestation and centralization, 
both of which are related to possible episodes of early erosion. The Iron Age follows 
similar occupation patterns to the Bronze Age, with tell-based settlement identified in 
valley bottoms, but settlement begins to expand onto the valley floor and away from the 
tell centers. Afforestation begins after the Iron Age, indicating changing land use 
practices by the valley's inhabitants. The Hellenistic Period that follows the Iron Age is 
the first period with significant settlement in the uplands. This movement to the uplands 
during the Hellenistic occurs in all valleys in the Northern Levantine corridor along the 
Orontes River. The subsequent Roman Period is marked by a similar trend. In addition to 




 The presence of the marshes is described by Weulersse as significant for the 
economy of the region, although he describes in the same volume the efforts to drain the 
marsh by the local populations to use the water for irrigation of upland terraces, but the
modern government maintains the 1959 canal in order to foster expanded agriculture in 
the valley. Understanding the interactions between climate and human occupation of the 
valley can produce insights into the formation and subsequent removal of the marsh. Its 
presence and absence reflects on the political agendas of those inhabiting and govering 
the area, and shapes the identity of those living there today. The augering project in th  
vicinity of Tell Qarqur and GIS analysis of site distribution identified by the NGRS 
elucidates sedimentation patterns, a broad idea of the environment during human 












CHAPTER THREE: GIS ANALYSIS 
A. Goals 
 
 The distribution of archaeological sites across a landscape is representative of the 
past presence of humans, subsequent human activity, and natural landscape forming 
factors, such as erosion and deposition of soil. Given the heavily modified nature of the 
Ghab Valley, these are all important processes to understand before interpreting human 
occupation of the Ghab throughout the Holocene. Wilkinson (1999) executed a 
geoarchaeological study examining the lowest extents of settlement throughout the 
Holocene in the Amuq Valley of Turkey in order to study the formation of the Lake of 
Antioch. Crucial to this study is the documentation of soil profiles available in stream 
cuts, terraces, and mechanically obtained soil cores. Examination of these profiles reveals 
the depositional environments, and artifacts and archaeological features preserved in the 
profiles provide relative dates for the cultural occupations over time. Radiocarbon dates 
from archaeological sites were also used in Wilkinson's study to date the changes in the 
landscape and rates of soil development and deposition.  
 Efforts to replicate the soil study are discussed in the next chapter, but this chapter 
lays the groundwork for identifying patterns of movement across the Ghab floodplain. By 
studying site distribution on the floodplain, I intend to identify periods with occupation of 
the low areas of the floodplain, as well as early occupation of the surface. Identifying 
such features will establish a timeline for occupation and abandonment of the floodplain. 
Although the relationship between floodplain occupation (or lack thereof) and the 
presence of a marsh is more complicated than the presence of the former indicating la k 
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of the latter, this relationship sets up a backdrop for the soil augering results. Site 
distribution results are limited because of the nature of the active floodplain, which
frequently covers older surfaces, and even more complicated by the active agricultural 
use of the valley, which has disturbed surface and subsurface records of ancient 
occupation (Graff 2006). 
 The Northern Ghab Regional Survey records sites from the Pre-Pottery Neolithic 
through Islamic and Modern periods. Spatial analysis and cultural interpretation of 
pottery dating to the Bronze Age is presented in Sarah Graff's 2006 dissertation. The 
Northern Ghab Regional Survey was completed during 2000 and 2001, with the intention 
of studying political power in the Ghab, particularly in the manner in which settlem nt 
patterns were influenced by political change at regional centers at the end of the third 
millennium BC. This work shows that Early Bronze Age tell sites are primarily located in 
the lowlands and river valley, although some are located at low elevations in the 
surrounding mountains. This pattern continues through the Middle Bronze Age as well. 
Economic and political inferences can be drawn from these site distributions, but forthe
purposes of this thesis I will focus on the topographic distribution. If the settlement 
pattern is comparable to that in the Amuq Valley, there will be a transition during and 
after the Hellenistic period from occupation of the valley bottoms to occupation of the 
uplands. The goal of this chapter is to investigate this transition, to identify the 
distribution of occupation in later periods, and to identify any possible marshes, lakes, 
and man-made waterways. These features will be discussed in concert with the Soil 




In order to analyze the distribution of sites across the natural environment, I 
plotted the sites identified in the Northern Ghab Survey on an ASTER 30 m DEM 
produced from stereo imagery in ArcGIS. The image tile encompasses the Ghab Valley 
as well as most of coastal Syria, but I removed a subsection of the northern valley alone 
in order to focus on the survey area. I used the ASTER 30 m DEM to produce a variety of 
contour intervals to evaluate topographic distribution of sites, and compared this to 
features identifiable on CORONA imagery. CORONA imagery is high resolution 
satellite imagery collected during the Cold War. It was declassified during the Clinton 
administration, and is very useful to this research as a resource for observing 
environmental features and land use from half a century ago (Casana & Cothren 2008). 
Subtle features in the landscape, such as Roman waterways (Casana 2003) and previously 
existing tells (Graff 2006) are preserved on CORONA that are not visible on other 
available imagery, such as Landsat and ASTER. Comparing distribution on ASTER 
DEM imagery to ancient features visible on CORONA provide a way to cross check 
topography-based interpretations of human-water relationships. 
 Site distribution was plotted based on time periods identified as a product of 
archaeological survey and analysis completed by Sarah Graff in 2000 and 2001 during 
the Northern Ghab Regional Survey. The following components were plotted in the GIS: 
Pre-Pottery Neolithic, Neolithic, Halaf, Chalcolithic, Early Bronze Age, Middle Bronze 
Age, Late Bronze Age, Iron Age, Persian Period, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, 
Abbasid, Ayyubid, Mamluk, Ottoman, Islamic, and Modern. No description of exact 
ceramic assemblages used to date these sites are discussed by Graff, but given her 
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collaboration with the Tell Qarqur team, it is assumed that pre-existing collecti ns from 
the area and described in publications by Casana and Dornemann are the basis for her 
interpretation. A table of the periods with available dates from Tell Qarqur is in Chapter 2 
(Table 2). 
C. Results 
 Sites identified by the NGRS were located between 152 meters and 925 meters 
above sea level. The lowest sites were found in the northern extent of the valley, betw en 
the Jebel Ansariye and Jebel Wastani, and in the southwestern extent of the survey. Table 
3 shows the frequencies of sites across the aforementioned cultural periods. There are 
four significant drops in site frequency: Neolithic to Halaf, Middle Bronze Ag to Late 
Bronze Age, Byzantine to Abbasid, and Islamic to Modern. 
The earliest cultural materials found are Pre-Pottery Neolithic (PPN), Neolithic, Halaf, 
and Chalcolithic. There is only one PPN site, located in the Jebel Ansariye, and one Halaf 
site, located on the floodplain to the east of the Orontes River. There are 14 Neolithic 
sites scattered across the survey area. There is one Neolithic site in the Jebel Zawiye and 
a few at the northern rim of the Ghab, all east of the Orontes except for one that is in the 
foothills of the Jebel Ansariye (Figure 7). Most are located on the eastern floodplain at 
158 masl. The Chalcolithic sites are all on the eastern floodplain, above 158 masl. A 
depression in the eastern portion of the valley along which many of the sites are located is 
a modern channel of the Orontes River. However, the modern channels are reported by 
locals to have been built over preexisting channels. This association of sites in this 
region, as well as some possible paleochannel meander features, indicate that si s were 
previously located near a former channel. The modern valley is scarred with modern 
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agriculture and irrigation systems, so the association of these sites with this depression is 
a valuable tool for understanding past behavior of the river (Figure 8).  
 NGRS Sites by Time Period 




PPN 1 200 200 
Neolithic 14 158 359 
Halaf 1 163 163 
Chalcolithic 16 157 821 
EBA 29 157 821 
MBA 33 158 925 
LBA 3 160 175 
Iron Age 37 157 845 
Persian 18 159 866 
Hellenistic 23 159 845 
Roman  54 157 925 
Byzantine 63 158 925 
Abbasid 3 175 211 
Ayyubid 10 159 700 
Ottoman 3 161 211 
Mamluk 22 158 746 
Islamic 41 158 925 
Modern 2 359 376 
Table 3: Ghab Regional Survey sites, with maximum and minimum elevations 








Figure 8: Chalcolithic sites and channel features in the eastern portion of the Nor rn 
Ghab. 
The Early Bronze and Middle Bronze Ages are distributed at the greatest extent 
across the valley, with the lowest sites at the southern perimeter of the NGRS above 156 
masl. The Early Bronze Age site of Tell Massus is the oldest, most southern site 
identified by the NGRS. Sites extend the farthest west during the Bronze Ages as well. 
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The Late Bronze Age is characterized by a decrease in site frequency with only 3 sites 
identified, all located in the valley margins, and all above 157 masl.  
 
Figure 9: Bronze Age, Iron Age, and Persian occupation of the Northern Ghab. 
Sites are reoccupied at the lowest extents identified in the Early and Middle Bronze Ages 
during the Iron Age, and are occupied at the southernmost extent and lowest elevation 
during the Persian Period as well (Figure 9). The Iron Age has fewer mountain sites than 
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the Early Bronze Age, but more western sites than the Bronze Ages. There are fewer 
Persian sites in the eastern portion of the valley, but there are sites in the northern extent 
and in the Jebel Wastani. 
 
Figure 10: Hellenistic occupation of the Northern Ghab. 
Hellenistic occupation resumes the Early Bronze Age southern extent, although 
sites are more scattered and located along margins, and to some extent in the mountains 
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(Figure 10). There is a semblance of a linear pattern of sites in the eastern vlley that may 
be associated with the eastern branch and channel of the Orontes River. Some of these 
sites are located in the same area as the Chalcolithic sites, but the main row follows the 
waterway paths identified by Casana (2003).  
 
Figure 11: Roman occupation of the Northern Ghab. 
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The subsequent Roman period has sites in the same range of elevations, but 
extends into the foothills of the Jebel Zawiye. There are also twice as many sites during 
the Roman period than the Hellenistic (Figure 11). The Byzantine period has more sites 
than the Roman period, particularly in the northeastern portion of the Ghab.  There are 
several in the Jebel Zawiye and Wastani, as well as a row along the northern rim of the 
valley before the river narrows to exit the valley. Site frequency drops significantly after 
the Byzantine occupation, and subsequent Abbasid sites are found only in the north 
eastern portion of the valley. Ayyubid sites have a similar distribution, although there is 
one Ayyubid site located at the southwestern extent of the survey. There are few Ottoman 
sites, and they are primarily located in the north and eastern areas of the valley. M mluk 
and Islamic sites return to the furthest extents of the surveyed sites. The Ilamic sites are 
most numerous in the Jebel Zawiye, and there are a few in the foothills of the Jebel 
Ansariye. The majority of Islamic sites at low elevations are atop tells (Figure 12). 
Modern settlement is present throughout the valley, along the slightly elevated rims as 




Figure 12: Islamic occupation of the Northern Ghab. 
C. Discussion  
 Although a few valuable insights are gleaned from this study, such an evaluation 
is complicated by several factors. First, relying on site frequency as an indicator of 
human occupation in the valley is complicated by an imperfect understanding of pottery
sequences across the  Holocene. Due to poor understanding of pottery sequences during 
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some of these transitions, it is possible that such changes in site frequency have more to 
do with our understanding of the pottery than with the site distributions themselves. 
Casana (2009) identifies problems in differentiating Middle Bronze Age and L te Bronze 
Age occupation from each other in the Amuq Valley. The traditional methods of 
identifying the LBA from the MBA is to rely on "the presence of extremely rare imported 
or imitation Mycenaean, Cypriot, or Nuzi wares" (Casana 2009: 353). When these 
ceramics are not present, however, the site is typically placed within MBA occupation 
period (Casana 2009; Verstraete and Wilkinson 2000). This skews population records in 
favor of a heavy MBA and sparse LBA occupation. Graff's focus on Bronze Age 
ceramics (Graff 2001, 2006) also complicates this interpretation. The other periods are 
minimally described, and may therefore be subject to similar biases. 
 Second, landscape survey is a limited method of investigation subject to basic 
issues of visibility (Beach et al. 2008, Wilkinson 2005). The only record available is that 
on the surface, eliminating subsurface deposits from the interpretation. This is 
particularly problematic in an active floodplain environment such as that along the 
Orontes River (Casana 2008, Wilkinson 1999) and other areas in the northern Levant 
(Beach and Beach 2008). Early sites are most likely to be lost, particularly in n alluvial 
environment like this one that is subject to both sedimentation and erosion by meandering 
channels. Later sites of medieval date may often be obscured below modern towns. The 
geoarchaeological studies done in the Amuq Valley by Wilkinson (1997, 1999), and 
Casana (2003, 2008) show the degree to which the Orontes can bury sites. Roman 
architecture is buried in some places by up to 8 meters of sediment (Casana 2003, 2008). 
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If a site is adjacent to an actively meandering river, as some appear to be, sies are also in 
danger of being removed entirely from the archaeological record.  
 Late occupation of tells can be misleading when investigating the significance of 
site distribution across elevation. Most time periods, early and late, have occupations in 
the low, southern portion of the floodplain encompassed by the NGRS. However, this 
cannot be reliably used to infer the absence of marshes, because most of these sites ar  
located atop tells several meters above the floodplain. Many of these sites have also been 
plowed as part of the modifications made to the valley when it was developed for 
agriculture after the 1956 drainage. In order to maximize resources in the valley bottom, 
many tells were flattened and smeared across the landscape. When this is taken into 
account, very few of the Hellenistic and Roman sites are definitely situated at low 
elevations, and none of the later materials are. Post-Roman occupation is distributed 
farther north and at higher elevations, along the valley edges. This might be a byproduct 
of the survey itself, but possibly reflects a high water level in the valley proper.   
 Finally, the initial goal of using the lowest extent of sites is complicated by our 
imperfect understanding of the nature of settlement in later periods. The limited nature of 
survey only informs us that humans using ceramics from the Byzantine through Crusader 
periods were present in the valley. Images of "Marsh Arabs" and records of other set lers 
show that both seasonal (Eger 2011) valley floor settlements and marsh-accommodating 
reed pilings used as platforms have been used along the Orontes throughout these later 




  Despite these problems, there are some valuable insights to be gained from this 
study. Chalcolithic sites show an initial affiliation with the Orontes River, with 8 sites 
located near a possible paleochannel on the eastern edge of the valley. Little is known 
about such early occupation, but the presence of these sites along a major waterway 
indicate growing populations with access to a broad communication network we know to 
be a critical component of later economies. Bronze and Iron Age sites are located at low 
elevations, but still above 157 masl. Bronze and Iron Age agricultural systems rely on 
crop production from fields surrounding tells. Based on this, it is possible to infer that the 
land surrounding tells occupied during this time period were not significantly inundated 
by flooding of the Orontes River. Although some flooding is possible, anything major 
would have challenged the subsistence practice common to these populations. This 
establishes the lowest occupations recorded on the surface of the landscape, and a 
minimum extent for flooding in the valley. Also, Smith (2005) analyzed the faunal 
remains from Tell Qarqur from this period and found an assemblage consistent with tell-
based agriculture. Some marsh fauna was found, including fish, birds, and reptiles, but 
each amounted to only slightly more than 1% of the total sample during the EBIV period. 
Reptile numbers in Iron Age excavations dropped  to .2%. However, tubers were found in 
Iron Age occupations that are commonly harvested from marshy environments. It should
be noted that all of these resources that are associated with marshes can also be found 
along riverbanks or in the river, and are not exclusive to a fully flooded valley basin.The 
Chalcolithic and Bronze Age assemblages are at the lowest elevations thus far, 157 masl. 
 The tall tells formed in these mid-Holocene occupations are used by later 
populations to occupy the southernmost area in the NGRS. Hellenistic and Roman sites 
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follow the edges of the depressions identified as holding marshy sediments, but they also 
occupy the nearby mountains. Although earlier occupations use the mountains as well, 
these later periods have many more sites. The Hellenistic and Roman traditions of upland 
cultivation explain this occupation expansion. It is comparable to the settlement 
distribution change during these periods in the Amuq Valley (Casana 2008). Although 
most periods have some connection to the river, the Hellenistic period appears to be the 
first associated with modified water flow. The Orontes is naturally a sinuous, meandering 
river that flows through the west-central portion of the floodplain. Roman sites are 
located along the straight canal on the east side of the valley. There is some continuity 
with prior Hellenistic occupation, but there are 3 times as many Roman sites in the area, 
and more along the canal. This is different from the Chalcolithic sites along the same 
course. They are clustered farther north. The presence of these sites along the river
channel, although located at higher elevations along the valley rim, does indicate that the 
valley was accessible for settlement and therefore not majorly flooded at this time. This 
pushes the earliest formation of the marsh to after the Roman occupation. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: SOIL AUGERING RESULTS 
A. Goals 
 
 The Ghab floodplain contains a record of fluvial activity from the Holocene. 
Geoarchaeological studies elsewhere in the Ghab (Casana 2003, Graff 2006), as well as 
in the Amuq Valley of Turkey (Wilkinson 2001) and the Biqa of Lebanon (Marfoe 1978), 
demonstrate the potential for both archaeological and environmental evidence to be 
gleaned from the Orontes River basin sediments. The goal of this study is to examine the 
evidence for marsh deposits in the Ghab Valley and interpret the environment throughout 
the Holocene in relation to human occupation of the northern Ghab Valley. Augering at 
Tell Qarqur is a unique opportunity to explore both marsh deposits and a former channel 
of the Orontes River, because it is located within 1 km of both active and ancient 
channels of the Orontes River. 
B. Methods 
 
 In order to investigate the floodplain deposits of the river and former marsh, I 
augered two sequences of sediment in the vicinity of Tell Qarqur with the assistance of a 
local worker (Figure 13). We used a hand auger to extract sediment in 30-40 cm 
increments, extracting up to 4.1 m of sediment at each location. Sediments were laid out
and described in the field. Field description included depth, color, texture, and 
composition. Structure was recorded when possible, but was poorly preserved in the 
auger itself and usually destroyed completely upon removal.   
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 The first sequence is an 80 m transect across a paleochannel of the Orontes River 
located to the north of Tell Qarqur. The paleochannel is visible on CORONA satellite 
imagery (Casana 2003, Graff 2006). I selected the location for the transect bad on this 
imagery. I augered 5 profiles spaced 15 m apart, named as RC1-5 (Figure 14). In addition 
to the augering project, a unit south of the project was excavated during Summer 2010. It
is 350 m south of the River Channel transect, and 110 m north of the low northern 
mound. It is adjacent to a natural spring with a visible 2.3 m profile. Both the unit (K2) 
and the spring are briefly described here. 
 I augered 19 profiles in the floodplain to the south and east of the tell, named 
FP1-19 (Figure 13Error! Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not 
found.). The historical maps from L'Oronte (Weulersse 1940) identify a region of 
marshland to the southeast of the tell. The augering sequence to the southeast of the tell is
an arc around this portion of Tell Qarqur with a southward extension to the road 1 
kilometer away from the tell. The arc is beyond known human occupation. Eleven points 
form the arc around the tell, and eight points extend east and south. A trench was 
excavated by a backhoe to expose a full profile of the sediments. The trench is south of 














1) River Channel 
 
 




 The River Channel sediments all have an upper Ap horizon that grade into clay 
rich B horizons with shells and gravel. RC 1-4 have clay rich C horizons with common 
shell and gravel. RC 3-4 have sandy clay C horizons also dominated by shell and gravel.  
RC5 is too shallow to reach the C horizon because augering stopped at 1.12 m at a layer 
of very hard clay the auger could not pierce through.  
 
Figure 15: River Channel Profiles 
 RC1 is the westernmost point of the transect, and sits 1.5 m above the other cores 
(Figure 14). The Ap horizon is silt with few shells. The B horizons dominate the profile, 
but are of two different parent materials that are separated by a clear boundary. The upper 
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two B horizons are dark sandy clays, and the lower B horizons are light clays with shells. 
The C horizon is clay with very common shell fragments (Figure 15). RC2 is a 4 m 
profile in the lowest portion of the channel. The Ap horizon overlays three weak B 
horizons, all clay with shell and some gravel. Underlying the B horizons are a sei s of C 
horizons 2.5 m thick. These C horizons are layers of olive yellow clay alternating wi h 
layers of shell in a clay matrix. The layers of clay with shell are more saturated in color 
than the clay without. Redoxymorphic features appear at 2.25 m depth, for .4 m. The 
lowest C horizons have gravel as well as common shell. RC3 has a thick silt loam Ap 
horizon underlain by weak clay loam and sandy loam B horizons, and shell-rich silt loam 
C horizons. C2 has common gravel. The sediment was too loose and wet below this depth 
for the auger to hold any more material. RC4 is similar to RC3, with an Ap silt loam 
horizon underlain by weak B horizons. Unlike RC3, there is an AB horizon that has few 
precipitate streaks. The C horizons below the B horizons are sandy clay with common 
shell fragments. RC5 is only 1.12 m deep. The Ap horizon is clay loam and overlies two 
clay loam Bk horizons. There is a layer of compact silt with small shells at 1.12 m that 
the auger could not break through. 
 Unit K2 was sampled .6 m, .75 m, and 1.15 m from the surface, in stratigraphic 
layers identified during excavation. It is an Ap-B-C profile dominated by the C orizon. 
The Ap horizon is silt with shell fragments. The B horizon is dark brown silt with very 
common shell fragments. The lowest horizon is sandy silt with shell fragments and 
pebbles. All horizons were damp after .6 m. Neolithic tools have been collected from this 
area before, and pottery was collected during excavation in K2 as well (Dorneman  2008: 
157). Preliminary analyses indicate that the tools are Neolithic.  The adjacent spring's 
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profile is 2.3 m thick above water level. The Ap horizon is clay loam, and the B horizons 
are clay loam grading into clay. Bw2, the lowest horizon, has potsherds, shell and gravel 




Figure 16: of the Floodplain Sequence from the tell, looking Southeast 
 I augered 19 points in the floodplain, named FP1-19 (Figure 17). FP1-7 form an 
arc beginning east of the southern edge of the tell and curving southwest to a point south 
of Area A (Figure 16). There are three soils distinguishable soil series within these 
profiles. FP 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, and the backhoe-excavated trench have Ap 
horizons grading into Bk horizons, frequently underlain by mottled Bw horizons (Figure 
18, Figure 22). FP 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13 have buried A horizons (Figure 21), and FP 7 and 8 
have potsherds. FP 17, 18, and 19, have buried A horizons overlain by weakly saturated, 
carbonate-rich soil (Figure 23). 
 The Ap horizon in the first group is a dark brown loamy-silt plow zone grading 
into a dark brown-black A or AB clay loam horizon. The Bk horizons are clays with 
precipitates, in the form of crystalline streaks, and some mottling. The precipitate crystals 
increase with depth, ranging from a maximum diameter of .02 cm to a maximum of 3 cm. 
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The Bw horizons are clay with common shell fragments and few gravel. Mottling and 
number of shells increase with depth.  
 
Figure 17: Floodplain Sequence 
 The next group, FP 7-9, 12, and 13, are distinct from the other profiles because of 
their buried horizons and proximity to the tell. FP7 has two buried horizons. All horizons 
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are clay, save the surface Ap horizon, which is loam. Some potsherds are present at the 
base of the Ak horizon. The first buried A horizon has few gravel, pottery, and a 
fragment of a distal cow tarsal. The potsherds are located between 1.15 and 1.30 meters 
deep. All horizons below the first buried A horizon are mottled, with the exception of the 
C horizon. Ab1 is underlain by two Bw horizons, and Ab2 is underlain by the C horizon. 
FP8 also contains pottery. It has an Ap horizon at the top with a distinct boundary with 
slightly leached horizon, and a buried A that contains the potsherds. FP 9 has a buried A 
as well, but with no pottery. These profiles all have carbonate rich B horizons overlaying 
the buried A horizons, which are then underlain by either mottled B horizons or mottled 
B and calcareous B horizons. FP12 and FP 13 have buried A horizons surrounded by 
comparable horizons, also without artifacts but with more gravel and shell, and are 
farther from Tell Qarqur than FP 7, 8, and 9. FP12 has a sandy clay texture, but the sandy 
texture is from the large amount of very fine precipitate crystals in the clay matrix.  
 FP10 is a shallow carbonate-filled topsoil too hard to auger beyond .4 m. FP 11 
and the backhoe trench are between FP 6 and FP 8.  FP 11 is a highly calcareous profile 
that reaches sterile soil quickly. This entire area, between FP 6 and 11 is a very dry area 
with slightly cemented soil. Augering here is very difficult, particularly in the first meter. 
FP10 is evidence of this since we could not auger past the first half meter. The back oe 
trench provides a wider view of the sediment in the floodplain (Figure 19: Backhoe 
Trench, South Wall). It has an upper Ap clay horizon, underlain by a Bw without 
potsherds. The Bk and two Bw horizons below this contain potsherds and lighten with 
depth. The C horizon is mottled and clear of artifacts. The trench is 3.5 meters deep, with 
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a water table at 3.25 meters. Inspection and collection was quick since the trench rapidly 
filled with water. The measurements and description are from the south wall. 
 
Figure 18: First group of Floodplain profiles. 









Figure 20: Backhoe Trench, South Wall 
 
 
Figure 21: Second group of Floodplain profiles. 
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 FP14, 15, and 16 are over 20 meters east and 100 meters south of FP 12, and do 
not have buried horizons. They return to a similar sequence in the first group of profiles 
described, with clay loam Ap horizons overlying carbonate-rich Bk horizons. These 
grade into weak B horizons with mottling, but the mottling begins higher in these 
profiles, just below the plow zone. FP 17, 18, and 19 are very similar to FP14, 15, and 16, 
but differ in that they have buried A horizons near the surface. These horizons have clear 
contacts with leached, carbonate rich B horizons.  
 




Figure 23: Fourth group of Floodplain profiles. 
 Ceramics found within the backhoe trench and augered profiles provide relative 
dates for the soil sequences (Table 4). All of the identifiable pottery in the profiles dates 
from the Late Chalcolithic through the Middle Bronze Age. Some dates are inveted. 
Possible reasons for date inversions include: intrusive deposits, faunalturbation, and 
pedoturbation. Evidence for faunalturbation was not noted, but the limited scope of intact 
soil given the nature of sampling makes this difficult to confirm. Additionally, pottery 
examination was limited in scope due to the fragmented nature of materials obtained 
from the backhoe trench. However, because the only material found dates to the Middle 
Holocene, and material from the augered profiles is associated with buried soils, it is 
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reasonable to infer that the presence of this material indicates a stable land surface during 
the Late Chalcolithic and Early to Middle Bronze Ages. 
D. Discussion 
 
 The river channel deposits can be divided into two distinct periods of deposition. 
The most recent is overbank deposition from construction of the modern Orontes River 
channel and farming. We know the current government constructed the canal in 1956, but 
based on local information we also know that the constructed channels were based on 
preexisting structures. Therefore, without dating the sediment or relative d ting from 
associated archaeological deposits, it is impossible to know how recent these deposits are. 
The presence of calcium carbonate nodules indicates an age of at least a few centuries, 
suggesting a Roman or post-Roman date (Birkeland 1998).This uppermost Ap horizon, at 
least a half meter thick in all River Channel profiles, is a very dark brown silt. There is a 
marked difference between it and the B and C horizons, although there is usually a 
diffuse boundary between the Ap or A and B horizons. 
Pottery in Floodplain Profiles 
Location Depth (CM) Time Period 
Backhoe Trench, North Wall 30 Indeterminate 
" 50 Late Chalcolithic 
" 70 Indeterminate 
" 100 Indeterminate 
" 125 Late Chalcolithic/Early 
Bronze Age 
" 230 Indeterminate 
" 240 Indeterminate 
" 250 Indeterminate 
" 270 Amuq F-G chaff-faced 
" 280 Indeterminate 
" 285 Indeterminate 
Backhoe Trench, South Wall 25 Indeterminate 
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" 90 Indeterminate 
" 120 Late Chalcolithic 
" 200-220 EBIV/MBI 
" 220 MB 
" 240-260 Amuq F-G 
Backhoe Trench, West Wall 100 Indeterminate 
" 290-300 Amuq F-G 
" 330 Indeterminate 
Backhoe Trench, East Wall 180 Indeterminate 
FP 7 115-120 Amuq F-G 
Table 4: Floodplain Pottery Collected 
 The earlier deposition represented by the underlying horizons is all clay rich 
(upper) grading  to sandy (lower) deposits full of shell and gravel. This early lateral 
deposition is an oxbow lake overlying material from the active channel. RC1 is in the 
natural levee, and therefore contains little lake sediment, but RC2-5 contain oxbow 
facies. RC2 is a particularly good example of this, in that it shows seasonal differences 
during times of active deposition (sediment-dominated) and inactive times (shell-
dominated). RC2 contains the most recent active channel in this course. It has the same 
general sequence as the others, with the yellow sediment with shell at the base and darker 
clay with shell grading into clay loam at the top. However, the yellow material is clay 
rather than silt or sand, and is deposited in a distinct alternating pattern. Thee are two C 
horizons with alternating layers of clay and shell in clay, each about 1 meter thick. The 
alternations occur every 5 to 10 centimeters within these horizons. This indicates a 
changing flow, possibly alternating periods of low and high energy flows. This correlates 
with the seasonal nature of precipitation in the humid Mediterranean climate the Ghab 
Valley benefits from, and indicates a long term history of seasonal flooding in the valley. 
Further research investigating dates and cultural affiliation would enhance this 
interpretation and provide a better understanding of seasonality and settlement in th  
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area. The deposits in RC3-5 reflect the general fining upward oxbow sequence, rather 
than the seasonal activity contained in RC2. The C horizons are yellow deposits with 
sand, shell, and gravel that have slightly lighter values and stronger chromas than the B 
horizons. The B horizons have less shell and more clay and silt. The C horizons contains 
active material from the channel, and the B horizons represent the abandonment and infill
of the lake. 
 The Ap and A horizons in the floodplain are very similar to those in the River 
Channel transect. Because of this similarity I am interpreting them as post-Roman 
deposits associated with farming and runoff from the surrounding mountains and material 
carried from upstream in the Orontes' drainage basin. These deposits are thickest in the 
lowest points augered, in the eastern portion of the sequence. All of the points augered in 
the floodplain arc and southwest extension have gray and orange mottles that increase 
with depth. Mottles are caused by periodic dryness in a frequently inundated 
environment. Their presence documents a seasonal marsh dominating the sedimentary 
record until recent history. Calcium carbonate, particularly in the formation of calcite 
crystal precipitate, is another feature of such an environment. As a group these 
redoxymorphic features identify hydric soils. The calcium carbonate indicates an early 
date of deposition, confirming the age of the marshy environment in the valley. Variable 
redoxymorphic features confirm its fluctuating nature. 
The increases in mottling with depth, evident in the floodplain sequences, record 
the upper and lower limits of the oxidizing and reducing environments. Reduced soils 
form in anaerobic conditions, and are saturated either permanently or for a majority of the 
year.  Based on this, the upper limit of these features may be used to indicate the upper 
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limit of sediments present during seasonal inundation of the valley, and to infer past 
levels of the water table. The official drainage of the marshes dates to AD 1956, only 55 
years ago. This time is also associated with a drastic increase in agricultural exploitation 
of the valley. Several local farmers and Bedouin shepherds who use the fields this 
research investigated noted that the water level had dropped recently due to drought, but 
also significantly after the mechanized drainage of the marsh. The water table in these 
profiles is closely associated with the most redoxymorphic features, but typicall  begins a 
meter below the features.  
The buried horizons are also significant. The first group of buried horizons is 
closely affiliated with ancient settlement, which is apparent in the archaeological material 
found in them. These buried horizons near Tell Qarqur are relatively dated to the Late 
Chalcolithic and Bronze Ages from the potsherds collected in the backhoe trench. FP 7 
and FP 8 also have pottery in their profiles, both at 1.15-1.30 meters with an additional 
fragment at 2 meters in FP8. The backhoe trench did not have buried horizons, so further 
research is needed to clarify the relationship of the buried horizons in the augered 
sediments and the pottery collected from the trench. The trench contains a continuous 
hydric sequence comparable to the first group of profiles.  
The second group of buried horizons, in FP 17 – 19, is the result of more recent 
events. The dry, calcareous deposits in the upper Apk-Bk sequences of the upper meter of 
these profiles is a byproduct of agricultural intensification since the post-Roman period, 
marked in severity by government agricultural expansion efforts since the 1950s. 
Agricultural intensification, removal of annual soil additions, and increasing drought 
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contribute to the depletion of soil nutrients and quality. FP 10 and 11 are also very dry 
and rich in carbonate and precipitates.  
 The sediments preserved in the Floodplain and River Channel transects are 
different from much of the geoarchaeological record elsewhere in the Ghab and the 
Amuq. The difference to the Amuq soil is attributable to the difference in location of the 
profiles; the Amuq records are located higher up in the valleys, rather than immediately 
adjacent to the river beds. The profiles described elsewhere in the Ghab, however, may 
simply reflect different scales of research. One important feature difference is the 
presence of lake deposits identified by Yasuda (2000). Although the material from the 
northern Ghab definitely documents a minimum of semi-permanent inundation, there is 
no evidence of typical lacustrine deposits. However, the material from the floodplain 
adjacent to Tell Qarqur displays the variability possible within 1 kilometer, so further 
research is necessary to understand the broader scale of implications for the entire Ghab 
Valley. Investigation into the site distribution in the following chapter will elucidate 
some of the human-environment relationships pertaining to the river's use, and will be 
discussed in concert with these results in the Conclusion in Chapter 5.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION 
 
 The goal of this research was to identify the behavior of marshes in the Ghab 
Valley in Syria throughout the Holocene. This was done by inspecting two resource: 
floodplain and river channel soil profiles within 1 km of Tell Qarqur, and archaeologica  
site distribution in the northern Ghab Valley recorded by the Northern Ghab Regional 
Survey (Graff 2001, 2006). The soil results shed light on the somewhat poorly 
illuminated early and late Holocene occupation of the valley bottom. The Chalcolithic 
and Bronze Age pottery at 1.15-2 m in the Backhoe Trench and FP 7 and 8 shows that the 
valley was occupied at its lowest extent during the early and mid-Holocene and the stone 
tools in Unit K2 suggest possible Neolithic occupation of the valley bottom as well. The 
case study of sedimentation in the Amuq Valley documents up to 6 m of post-Roman 
erosion downstream of Tell Qarqur and the Ghab (Casana 2008). Late Holocene erosion 
in the Ghab is less severe than this, but this difference is likely a result of difference in 
topographic sampling and in severity of erosion and rapid rates of sedimentaton.  
 The Ghab draws runoff from the surrounding mountains and upriver lowlands. 
The Amuq receives excess sediment from the Ghab transported in the Orontes River, as 
well as the sediment contributions from the Kara Su and Afrin Rivers. These additions to 
the bedload may account for some of the difference in deposition between the Ghab and 
Amuq valleys during the late Holocene. The sampling localities of the projects are also 
different. This study relies on valley bottom profiles that are part of an active, unstable 
fluvial environment fed by an upriver lake acting as a sediment trap (Weulersse 1940; 
Yasuda 2000). Profiles described from the Amuq are terrace features, more distal to the 
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most active portion of the river, and thus more representative of sediment accumulation 
in the valley.  
 Mottling in the floodplain profiles indicates a fluctuating water table, part of 
which is saturated for at least a majority of the year. This confirms the larg seasonal 
variation in water supply documented in historical records. The buried horizon in the 
floodplain profiles proximal to Tell Qarqur demonstrates either a hiatus or terminus ante 
quem for this seasonal flooding. If human use of the valley is comparable to the Amuq in 
the transition to upland expansion during and after Hellenistic occupation, which the 
archaeological research suggests it is, it is likely that these mottles refl ct the late 
presence of a marsh or shallow, seasonal lake. Mottling is a genetic development in soil, 
and does not relate to the deposition itself. Therefore only the upper limit is pertinent for 
marsh reconstruction. The modern water table is found between 2 and 3 meters below the 
surface, and according to local inhabitants the table has dropped significantly since the 
marsh was drained in 1956. The presence of redoxymorphic features at a minimum of 1 
meter above the present water table supports this described change.  
 The presence of shell and gravel at the bases of the floodplain cores indicates 
higher energy flows in the early-Holocene. Fine clays above this would be deposited by 
lower energy flows. This deposition is consistent in the floodplain throughout the rest of 
the Holocene, varying only in the amount deposited. The presence of pottery dating to the 
mid-Holocene places the lowest extent of the marshes in this period, from the Late 
Chalcolithic to Middle Bronze Age. The GIS data shows continued occupation of the 
valley floor into the Iron Age.  
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 A specific advent of seasonal marsh inundation cannot be identified from the 
sedimentation described here, but change in settlement pattern during Hellenistic and 
Roman occupation defines a change in human-environment relationships in the valley. 
Two changes are identifiable here. The first is the linear pattern of Hellenistic settlements 
along a channel in the east of the valley. The second is the increase in upland occupation. 
Although further research is necessary to understand the full implications this has for use 
of resources in the valley, it does suggest closer ties to water courses and exploitation of 
the uplands.  
 The Hellenistic and Roman civilizations are both associated with large scale 
modifications to waterways. It is clear that the Orontes River previously flowed through 
the center of the valley, rather than in two courses along the edges as it does now. The 
modern courses are larger versions of pre-existing channels, as the question of who first 
rerouted the river remains to be answered. This association of Seleucid settlement with 
modern channel placement dates the change to this periods. Subsequent periods including 
the medieval and later periods maintain settlement in the uplands as well as a few in th  
valley bottom, but are marked in the NGRS survey data by a clear avoidance of the valley 
bottom. This avoidance is the best evidence for initial significant flooding, which 
indicates marsh formation after Roman occupation. However, given that most research in 
the valley has focused on Bronze and Iron Age settlement, further study is needed to 
examine this conclusion. 
 These events nest well within broader climatic change in the Near East and refine 
our understanding of regional climate change and its physical expression. Two periods of 
deforestation are noted in the Levant: the Chalcolithic-Early Bronze Age clearance in the 
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transition to large, nucleated settlements, and Roman clearance of land for arboriculture. 
Yasuda et al. (2000) also suggest deforestation immediately following the Younger 
Dryas, but have little archaeological evidence to support this. They also report the 
presence of a marsh during the Early Bronze Age. This is complicated by the potsherds 
found in the Backhoe Trench, as well as by the buried horizons in the profile. The 
presence of Late Chalcolithic - Middle Bronze Age pottery on the floodplain indicates the 
area was habitable at a time it was allegedly inundated. The presence of ceramics and a 
cow talus in the context of a buried soil indicate that the area surrounding Tell Qarqur 
was, in fact, a stable land surface. If the area was inundated, it was only inundated 
partially and temporarily. This would reflect a similar seasonality in precipitation that the 
region experiences today. The explicitly lake sediments recorded by Yasuda et al. (2000) 
are absent in the augered soil from the vicinity of Tell Qarqur, so the northern end of the 
valley was the marshy periphery.  
 The continuity of the deposits at lower elevations, away from the tell, indicate 
steady, clay-particle floodplain aggradation for much of the Holocene. Pottery n the 
valley floor indicates a lower level of marshes during the Early and mid Holocene than 
the late. The distribution of sites is useful in identifying a significant rise in marsh water. 
It is during the medieval and later periods that the valley floor is most avoided. Until this 
time, both the uplands and lowlands were occupied, albeit in shifting densities. The late 
absence of lowland sites, higher average elevation, and geoarchaeological evidenc  from 
downstream indicate the strongest marsh formation in the late Holocene. The Jableh 
cores west of the Jebel Ansariye have a comparable record of marsh severity in the 
medieval period, although they are missing early and mid-Holocene sediments.  
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 This research shows an integral relationship between humans and the environment 
in the Ghab Valley. Nuances remain obscured due to limited valley floor excavation, an 
absence of local, well-understood climate data, and limited dates for sedimentation of the 
valley. Despite this, it is apparent that overbank flooding of the valley has occurred since 
the early Holocene, and dramatic, wall-to-wall valley flooding that formed the extensive 
seasonal marsh only occurred late in the Holocene, well after the Roman occupation. 
 The past century has seen many marshes in the Middle East drained, including the 
Ghab Marsh. Its drainage was highly beneficial for the economy of the local valley. Th  
growing season doubled, and more people had access to agricultural land. However, the 
origin of the marsh and full significance of its presence in the local environment remains  
poorly understood. By investigating settlement distribution and augering results I was 
able to identify the initial period of marsh formation, likely causes, and associted change 
in settlement patterns. The marshes formed as a result of changing settlement and 
changing agricultural practices during Seleucid then Roman occupation. The presence of 
the marsh then contributed to changing economies and settlement patterns in the valley, 
and in the land use and movement of populations across the area (Eger 2011). The current 
absence of the marsh also has impacts: although the land availability increased economic 
productivity, the water table is lowering every year, and the decreasing quality of soil in 
the plowed horizons is already apparent, after only half a century of large scale 
exploitation. Further archaeological research can only broaden our understanding of 
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River Channel 1 
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Gradual Few shells 














Diffuse Soil dry and loose with clay 
clods 
75-85 Bw2 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Clay Clear  
85-230 2Bw1 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Clay Gradual Well structured clay 
230-275 2Bw2 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Very wet, few shells 
275-295 2Bw3 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 
Clay Clear Few shell fragments, few 
shells 
295-305 C 7.5 YR 4/2 
brown 
Clay  Common medium-coarse 
shells 
 
River Channel 2 
Depth 
(cm) 
Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 





Gradual Few shell 
50-80 AB 7.5 YR 2.5/1 
black 
Clay Gradual Few shell 
80-150 Bw1 7.5 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Clay Gradual Few shell, few gravel 
150-160 Bw2 10 YR 4/2 
very dark 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few shell 




190-225 C1 2.5 Y 7/4 
pale yellow 
2.5 Y 7/3 
pale yellow 
Clay Clear Alternating layers of clay 
and many med-coarse shells 
in clay 
225-265 C2 2.5 Y 7/4 
pale yellow 
Clay Clear  
265-275 C3 2.5 Y 7/3 
pale yellow 
Clay Clear  Many shells 
275-300 C4 2.5 Y 7/4 
pale yellow 
Clay Clear  
300-365 C5 2.5 Y 7/3 
pale yellow 
Clay Clear Alternating layers of clay 
and med-coarse shell in clay 
365-375 C6 2.5 Y 8/3 
pale yellow 
Clay Clear Common shell, few gravel 
375-395 C7 2.5 Y 7/3 
pale yellow 
Clay Clear Common-many shells 




Clay  Large gravel, very hard 
layer 
 
River Channel 3 
Depth 
(cm) 
Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 












Gradual Few shells 




Clear Common shells, water table 
at 160 cm 




Gradual Many shell fragments, 
massive/single grain 
structure 













River Channel 4 
Depth 
(cm) 
Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 







50-65 ABk 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 










Gradual Few roots, few shell, few 
carbonate films 















Gradual Common shells 




 Many shells, common 
gravel 
 
River Channel 5 
Depth 
(cm) 
Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 






Gradual At 60 cm, very hard 





Gradual Few shells, few carbonate 
films 
105-112 Bk2 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 
Silt  Very dry and hard compact 
soil, few shell fragments, 










Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-60 Ap 10 YR 5/6 
yellowish 
brown 























 Common shell fragments, 
few gravel, potsherds 
190-230 Bw3 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 





Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-60 Ap 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 




Loam  Few shell fragments, few 
gravel 
75 Bw1 10 YR 4/3 
brown 





 Common shell fragments, 
few gravel 

















Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-65 Ap 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Loam gradual few shell fragments 







115-215 Bk1 10 YR 3/3 
dark brown 
Clay Clear Few gley sections at 180 
cm; charcoal at 150 cm 
(sample); few, fine mottles; 
few, fine precipitate films 
215-290 Bk2 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay  Common, fine mottles, 





Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 




Loam Gradual Few gravel, few shell 
fragments 




Gradual Few, fine carbonate films 
100-220 Bk1 7.5 YR 5/8 
strong 
brown 
7.5 YR 5/2 
brown 
7.5 YR 8/1 
white 
Clay Gradual Few roots, common 
carbonate films (precipitate 
crystals) 
220-315 Bk2 10 YR 5/2 
brown 
10 YR 6/6 
brownish 
yellow 
Clay Gradual Few, coarse mottles; few 
carbonate films at 390 cm 
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315-410 Bk3 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few gravel, very coarse 






Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 






Gradual Few, fine carbonate films, 
common roots 
95-135 A 7.5 YR 3/2 
dark brown 
Clay Gradual Few shell, few, medium 
gravel 
135-200 Bk 10 YR 5/3 
brown 
10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
Clay Gradual RMF, common fine-
medium carbonate films 
200-340 Bw1 10 YR 6/3 
pale brown 
Clay Gradual Water table at 340 cm, 
common gravel, RMF 









Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-80 Ap 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Loam Gradual Very loose and dry 
80-130 Bk 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Clay Gradual Few fine carbonate films 
130-320 Bk 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Water at 230 cm, RMF, few, 
coarse precipitate crystals, 
few fine precipitate streaks 
320-410 Bw 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 









Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-60 Apk 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Loam  Gradual  few fine precipitate streaks  
60-135 Bw 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray  
Clay Clear Few fine-med roots 
135-300 Bk 10 YR 5/1 
gray 
10 YR 5/3 
brown 
10 YR 5/6 
yellowish 
brown 
Clay Gradual  Water at 220 cm, few RMF, 
few fine-med precipitate 
streaks 




Clay Gradual Common shell fragments, 
few gravel 










Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-60 Ap 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
10 YR 7/3 
very pale 
brown 
Loam Gradual Few fine roots 




Clay Clear Few shell fragments 
120-190 Bw1 10 YR 5/3 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few fine RMF 
190-345 Bw2 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
10 YR 5/8 
Clay Clear Many medium RMF, few 
shell fragments, water at 














Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-30 Ap 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Loam Clear Prismatic, very dry 




Gradual Sherds 115-150 
150-175 Ab1 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Clay Clear Sherds at 160, bone (cow), 
few gravel 
175-245 Bw1b1 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Common fine-medium 
RMF, decomposing roots in 
the mottles 
245-275 Bw2b1 10 YR 6/1 
gray 
10 YR 6/8 
brownish 
yellow 
Clay Clear Many RMF mottles, few 
gravel 
275-360 Ab2 10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
10 YR 6/1 
gray 
10 YR 5/1 
gray 
Clay Gradual Water at 335 cm, common 
medium gray-purple mottles, 
common gravel at base 




Clay  Many med-coarse gravel, 





Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-50 Ap  Loam Clear Prismatic, very dry 
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Gradual Common fine carbonate 
films 
120-190 Bw2 7.5 YR 4/2 
brown 
Clay Clear 7.5 YR 6/2 and 7.5 YR 5/1 
mottles, sherds at 160 cm, 
water at 120 cm, 
decomposing roots in 
mottles 
190-320 Ab1 10 YR 5/4 
yellowish 
brown 




10 YR 6/8 
brownish 
yellow 
Clay Gradual Common medium RMF 
320-410 Bw 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay  Common-many gravel, few 





Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 





Gradual Few gravel, few fine 
carbonate films 




Clay Gradual Few shell fragments, few 
fine carbonate films 
170-210 Ab 10 YR 5/3 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few fine mottles, few 
gravel, few shells 
210-290 Bkb 10 YR 5/1 
gray  
10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few decomposing roots, few 
shells, common fine-
medium mottles, few 
carbonate nodules 
290-370 Bw1b 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few decomposing roots, 
common mottles 
370-410 Bw2b 10 YR 6/1 
gray  
10 YR 6/8 
brownish 











Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-50 Apk 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Loam  Very hard, could not auger 





Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-50  Apk 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Loam Clear Carbonate nodules 
50-80 Bk1 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 






Clear Very hard soil, few fine 
carbonate nodules 




Clay Gradual Few fine-medium carbonate 
nodules, few-medium 
gravel 
125-140 C 2.5 Y 7/2 
light gray 






Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-40 Ap 7.5 YR 
2.5/1 black 
Loam Gradual  
40-50 AB 10 YR 6/3 
pale brown 






50-110 Bk1 10 YR 7/2 
light gray 
Clay Gradual Few fine carbonate films, 
few fine roots 
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2.5 Y 7/3 
pale yellow 
110-200 Bk2/Ab1 10 YR 7/3 
very pale 
brown 
10 YR 6/6 
brownish 
yellow 
Clay Gradual  Water at 170 cm, few fine-
med mottles, few carbonate 
nodules 
200-230 Akb1 10 YR 6/8 
brownish 
yellow 
10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few fine carbonate nodules, 
few coarse mottles 
230-360 Bkb1 10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Common medium mottles, 
common fine-medium 
precipitate crystals (makes 
texture sandy), few fine 
gravel 
360-400 Bwb1 10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
10 YR 5/4 
yellowish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Common medium mottles, 
common fine-medium 
gravel 
400-410 Cb1 10 YR 7/3 
very pale 
brown 
10 YR 6/8 
brownish 
yellow 
5 YR 7/2 
pinkish 
gray 
Clay  Common fine-medium 





Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-60 Ap 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 
Loam Gradual Few fine shell fragments 
60-190 Bk 10 YR 3/2 
very dark 
grayish 
Clay Gradual Few fine gravel, few fine 





190-270 Akb1 10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 




Clay Gradual Common fine mottles, few 
fine carbonate films, few 
fine crystals, water at 220 
cm 
270-410 Bkb1 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 




2.5 YR 5/2 
weak red 
Clay  Common fine-medium 






Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 






Gradual Few fine roots 
60-180 Bk1 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Clay Clear Few grading to common 
fine-medium precipitate 
crystals 
180-250 Bk2 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
10 YR 6/3 
pale brown 
10 YR 5/6 
yellowish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Water at 210, bioturbated, 
common medium mottles, 
few fine precipitate crystals 
250-305 Bk3 7.5 YR 7/1 
light gray 
7.5 YR 5/6 
strong 
brown 
2.5 YR 5/1 
reddish gray 
Clay Gradual Few fine precipitate 
305-350 Bw1 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 




350-395 Bw2 10 YR 5/3 
brown 
Clay  Few medium gravel, 






Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-50 Ap 7.5 YR 3/2  Silt 
loam 
Gradual Few fine gravel, few fine 
shell fragments 




Gradual Few fine precipitate crystal, 
hard clay at base 









Gradual Few fine-medium mottles 
190-310 Bk1 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
10 YR 6/6 
brownish 
yellow 
Clay Gradual Water at 280 cm, common 
medium mottles, few coarse 
precipitate crystals below 
280 
310-405 Bk2 10 YR 5/1 
gray 
10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
2.5 YR 4/2 
weak red 






Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 





Gradual Few fine shells 
35-110 Bk1 7.5 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Clay Gradual Few med precipitate 
110-180 Bk2 5 YR 5/2 
reddish gray 
Clay Gradual Few medium precipitate 
crystals, common fine 
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10 YR 5/6 
yellowish 
brown 
crystals (make sandy 
texture), few fine mottles 
180-220 Bk3 7.5 YR 5/8 
strong 
brown 
2.5 YR 5/2 
weak red 
Clay Gradual Common fine precipitate 
crystals 
220-400 Bk4 5 YR 4/2 
dark reddish 
gray 
10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
7.5 YR 5/6 
strong 
brown 
10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 
Clay  Few fine precipitate streaks, 
few coarse precipitate 
crystals, water at 280 cm, 






Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 
0-95 Apk 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Loam Clay Few fine precipitate streaks, 
few fine shells 
95-200 Ak 2.5 Y 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few fine precipitate streaks, 
common fine-medium 
mottles 
200-220 Bk1 10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Water at 220 cm, few fine 
precipitate streaks, few 
fine-medium mottles 
220-370 Bk2 7.5 YR 4/6 
strong 
brown 
7.5 YR 4/2 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few fine shell fragments, 
common fine-med mottles, 
few fine precipitate threads 
370-410 Bk3 5 YR 5/1 
gray 
5 YR 5/2 
reddish gray 
Clay Gradual Common fine-med mottles, 
few fine precipitate threads 
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Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 





Gradual Few fine gravel, few fine 
precipitate streaks 
75-90  A 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Clay Clear Few coarse gravel 
90-155 Bk 2.5 Y 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few fine precipitate streaks, 
few fine mottles 
155-205 Akb1 10 YR 4/2 
dark grayish 
brown 
10 YR 5/8 
brownish 
yellow 
Clay Gradual Few fine precipitate streaks, 
common fine mottles 




10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
5 YR 5/1 
gray 




310-380  Bk2b1 7.5 YR 4/6 
strong 
brown 
10 YR 5/1 
gray 
10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
2.5 Y 5/1 
gray 
2.5 Y 5/4 
light olive 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few fine precipitate streaks, 
few fine gravel, few fine 
shells, common fine-
medium mottles 
380-405 Bwb1 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
10 YR 5/8 










Horizon Color Texture Boundar
y 
Features 
0-40 Apk 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
10 YR 5/1 
gray 
Silt loam Gradual Few fine precipitate streaks 
40-85 Bw 7.5 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Silty clay Gradual Few fine roots, few fine-
medium mottles 
85-140 Bk 2.5 Y 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Clear Few fine carbonate nodules, 
few fine shell fragments, 
few fine precipitate streaks 




10 YR 5/8 
yellowish 
brown 
10 YR 5/1 
gray 
10 YR 5/2 
grayish 
brown 
Clay Gradual Few common fine-medium 
mottles, water at 220 cm, 
few fine precipitate crystal 
streaks, few fine gravel 
310-410 Bwb1 10 YR 5/1 
gray 
7.5 YR 5/8 
strong 
brown 
Clay  Common fine-medium 
mottles, common fine shell 





Horizon Color Texture Boundary Features 








30-80 Bw 7.5 YR 
2.5/1 black 
Clay Gradual  
80-125 Bk 10 YR 3/1 
very dark 
gray 
Clay Clear Few fine precipitate streaks, 
pottery 
125-200 Bw'1 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Clay Gradual Pottery 
200-270 Bw'2 10 YR 4/1 
dark gray 
Clay Gradual Pottery 
270-350 C 7.5 YR 5/8 
strong 
brown 
10 YR 6/1 
gray 
2 G 6y1  
6.5 Gy 
Clay  Common fine-med mottles 
 
